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Report of the Dean










To the President, Members of the
Board of T'rustees, Members of the
Board of Visitors, FacultY, Stu-
dents, Law Alumni, and Friends of
the School of Laus of Southern
M ethod,ist (J nirsersi'ty :
CHARLES O. GALVIN
Dean
As Dean of the School of Law, I have the honor to submit this re-
port for the summer session, 1977, and the regular session 1977-78' The
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XIII. Center for Advanced Professional Development
XIV. Other Events of the Year
XV. Conclusion
Appendix A-Prizes and awards; scholarships, class of 1978, honors;^student 
activities and organizations for the year L977-78.
Appendix B-Faculty bibliography, committee assignments and activi-
ties, 1977-78.
Appendix C-Law School Committee of the Board of Tmstees; Board^oi 
Vititots and Law Alumni Association Council'
Appendix D-Statement of Dean Charles O Galvin at the Seventh An-
nnal Hooding Ceremony, Law Quadrangle, Saturday, May 20,1978.
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L General Statement
This is my fffteenth and ffnal report as Dean of the School of Law.
This is, therefore, my last hurrah. My tenure as dean began on No-
vember 1, 1963, and closed September 1, 1978. The average tenurc
of deans of the 168 ABA approved law schools is about six years. The
job is deffnitely not for the timid or faint-hearted; indeed, one school
ran through six deans in about four years. Decanal colleagues in other
law schools have wondered-sometimes aloud to me in words of dis-
belief-why I stayed so long. A strong back and weak mind? a lust for
power? the pay? None of these provide the answer. The truth is that
there is a great satisfaction in taking a law school of solid regional
standing, as we certainly had in 1963, and moving it with the help of
many people to one of solid national reputation, as we certainly have
now.
I have served on the Accreditation Committee of the Section of
Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar of the American Bar
Association and on the Executive Committee of the Association of
American Law Schools. Sitting with these two groups affords one an
opportunity to acquire a considerable amount of detailed, and often
highly conffdential, information about American legal education. As
one compares the S.M.U. School of Law with others in the nation by
any combination of criteria one may select-faculty teaching and re-
search, student profiles, clinical training, Iibrary collections, breadth
of curriculum, physical facilities, placement opporfunities, alumni sup-
pbrt, relations with the b-ench and bar-this Law School will rank well
within the top echelon of the 168 ABA approved schools. It is recog-
nized as a school of national standing and each year draws sfudents
from throughout this country and from a number of foreign countries.
I point out these facts to indicate my gratitude to many people
whose personal efforts and concern have brought it all off. A dean can
just push and shove so much; the rest is up to many others; and it is
about some of them I wish to make this final report.
I am in the unique position of having known personally all the
deans of this Law School. Charles Shirley Potts became dean in L927
and served until 1947 when he was seventy-ffve, well past the usual
retirement age; Rohert Gerald Storey served as dean from 1947 until
his retirement in 1959; and John Witks Riehm served as dean from
1959 until 1963, when he left to become an officer in the Matthew
Bender Co., editors and publishers of law and other professional
books. Whatever has been done in the past ftfteen years was made
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possible because of the firm and solid base provided by each of these
three gentlemen.
Potts had a steadfast belief in quality scholarship and a good library,
and the collection we have today is a tribute to his and Professor
William Alexander Rhea's early acquisitiveness in sdcuring an excel-
lent working library from wherever and from anyone, they_ could.- T!:
UnderwooJtibt"ry collection today is about twentv-third out of 168
schools. This is weli within the company of older established state and
private schools, and we would not be in this position but for the run-
iing start given by Potts and Rhea in those very early days. Potts was
unflagging in his zeal for a high quality of per{orrnance among_ stu-
aents. elihough the School was small and struggling, particularly in
the Great Depression, he was uncompromising about standards.
Storey had the vision of a legal center where lawyers, judges, -and
law students would come together in a continuing community of in-
quiry and mutual exchange of views. The magnificent physical^plant
.i" iru'u" today was begun by him. He conceived of a series of pro-
grams in cont-inuing legal education long before those words reached
Ih" u"rrr"cular. He saw the advantages of instructing lawyers and
judges from abroad in the Anglo American system of justice, and the
Schiol" splendid reputation throughout the world in international and
comparative law had its incipiency in Storey's dream. In this last con-
necti^on, one of the great thrills of visiting our foreign alumni in their
own countries has 6""tt to observe the influence they have in public
and private professional life. They have great goodwill for this coun-
try, iespect ior its legal system, and admiration for what political
pttitorophers still call the American experiment. These perceptions -re-
sult from their experience at SMU and the courtesy and hospitality
extended them by the entire Dallas community.
Riehm worked closely with Dean Storey and carried forward the
programs which Storey had inaugurated and sought to consolidate the
g"ilr achieved. He added to the facul$t experienced teachers and
Jcholars, improved student perforrnance, and enriched the curriculum'
It was also huring his tenuie that the School moved to the system of
reducing required courses and expanding the offerings of electives'
In sum, it is fair to say that each of my predecessors, whom I knew
well, was in his own way a hard act to follow. I hope that I have done
them no discredit and that they would have approved of what has
been built on the foundations which they so ably established.
of primary importance in the school's development has been its
faculty; for whatever other attributes a law school may have, it is
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nothing without a good faculty. At present we have a somewhat
younger than average faculty-bright, intelligent, capable people-
who in the long term have the potential of contributing nothing U"t
distinction to the institution. Law school faculties are wont to become
politicized and to factionalize. Ours has not done so, not because it
lacks diversity of background or divprgence of views; indeed, a per.
functory perusal of faculty minutes over any period of time wilf r-e-
veal how divided faculty can be over every issue under the sun. yet
there is one overarching proposition about which the faculty is single
minded-a desire for quality performance in students, in teaching, and
in research. Even with respect to issues about which the member.s are
sharply divided, each has always been respectful of the other's views,
abiding by the result of parliamentary action and conffdent in the
belief that one's colleagues are motivated by what is in the best in-
terests of legal education.
A dean and faculty exist in a kind of creative tension vis-d-vis one
another. During my fffteen-year tenure I have had disagreements-
from mild to spirited, as the case may be-with every one of my fac-
ulty colleagues. I believe that no one of them has nursed a wound too
Iong; I know that I certainly have not. Their forbearance in this re-
spect is one explanation of my staying power for fffteen years, and
for their tolerance I am most appreciative.
Complementing faculty competence has been the uncommonly
splendid quality of o.tr rtrderrt.. undergraduate grade averages-in
our case from a wide variety of colleges and universities-and law
school aptitude test scores are the usual rneasures of student potential
for law study. ours has been a steadily improving proffle; the enter-
ing class for the academic year under review was the best ever with
a mean undergraduate average of 3.3 and a mean LSAT of about 620.
True it is that this is not the "superstar" quality of the very front
rank schools who can boast a UGA mean of 3.6 or 3.7 and an LSAT
mean above 700. I do not believe, however, that there are intellectual
calipers refined and precise enough to measure with any, signiftcance
gradations among sfudents or among test score percentiles that vary
from the 80% to 95% brackets.
This is not to denigrate the high quality of students in the very
hest schools; all faculties wish for more of them. This is to say that
our students are men and women who are highly motivated, with a
keen sense of professionalism and an appreciation of the depth and
breadth of legal scholarship, and that they compete effectively and
successfully in the legal profession.
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To continue to recruit men and women of high quality will require
ever increasing resources. SMU competes with a- group of excellent
state supportel schools in Texas and in the neighboring states r1he1e
tuition is'quite low. Moreover, when we compete with private schools
for the toi academic achievers, we are bidding in a market place
against suih schools as Stanford, Duke, Vanderbilt, Northwestern and
olh"rr whose programs of scholarships and financial assistance are
more g"rr"rorrr th"r, o,rtt. Alumni and friends have lupported well
the an"nual Law School Fund; others have set up endowed scholar-
ship accounts. Yet the demands on these resources are heavy, and we
constantly seek a wider base of support.
In this connection one of the achievements in which I take great
personal pride was the establishment of the Hatton W. Sumners Fel-
iowship frogrurn in the fall of 1969. Through the-good offices of the
Honorible ,{Hred P. Murrah then Chief Judge of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, Chairman of the Law School
Committe"^of th" Board of Trustees, and a member of the Hatton W'
Sumners Foundation, the Foundation Trustees under the Chairman-
ship of J. cleo Thompson, a long time distinguished mem!e-r_ of the
Dallas Bar Association, instituted a program of awarding full three-
year law school fellowships to a group o! apploximately ffve-to selien
students in each entering class. The fellowship covers full tuition,
board and room, books, 
"-rrd 
tt"tttportation to and from the sfudent's
home city twice ayear,In addition the student has an opportunity to
attend aieries of luncheons and dinners for informal discussions with
lawyers, judges, and various public ftgures. It is one of the most
g"rrlro,r, awirds in all legal education. Th-. pre-sence in our academic
Eommunity of these extriordinarily capable scholars has provided a
catalyst fo, intellectual stimulation and challenge of inestimable value.
All academic institutions had a period of campus turbulence and
upset in the sixties and early seventies. Law schools were not immune
td these difficulties and stresses, albeit they were affected to a some-
what lesser extent. Those days seem to have 'passed' The strident
voices with their non-negotiatle demands have died away;-today's
students seem unexceptiJnaily intelligent and attractive ladies and
gentlemen who are " il""t,tt" 
to have about, whether in a social set-
ting or in the classroom
fn ttre fffteen-year period I have watched the numbers of women
increase from a handful to a third of the class, and they have com-
peted with great credit on equal terms in all areas of activity-class-
ioo- perforirance, law journal work, moot court and trial advocacy,
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and so on. The old hands in practice still shake their heads in dis-
belief when confronted with the prediction that by the year 2000 the
legal profession may be nearly half female. Yet it is the fact, and it
should be so, for women have ably demonstrated that they constitute
a vital new human resource which will shape and guide the Iegal
profession and the legal system to greater things in the future.
My regret is that we have not been more successful in recruiting
minorities-blacks and browns; however, taking into account that
there are four state supported law schools in Texas in which tuition
is quite low we have difficulty in recruiting more than a few minority
representatives. Those who have matriculated have per{ormed admir-
ably and gone on to rewarding careers. Even before Bakke was de-
cided we had been following guidelines similar to those described in
Mr. Justice Powell's opinion. My hope is that we can within these
principles slice out a larger share of minorities in the applicant pool.
The challenge is there, and the faculty is certainly committed to meet-
ing it as effectively as possible.
In a jocular mood students often say that the people who really
run the Law School are the stafi, and certainly, without them we
would come to a crunching halt. In the dean's office, in admissions
and records, in placement, in word processing, in continuing legal
education, in budget preparation and accounting, in development,
in the faculty secretarial group, in the print shop and supply room,
in Underwood Library, in Lawyers Inn and the Lawyers Inn Din-
ing Hall are men and women who are just as conscientious about
their perfonnance as any dean, associate or assistant dean, or fac-
ulty member. Their genuine pride in the school and their dedica-
tion to it keep the enterprise going like a well oiled machine. In
countless thousands of ways they have assuaged tender feelings,
calmed anxieties, and in general made the rough ways smooth for
students who are working under heavy pressures during the academic
year. Faculty folks who are wont to delay having ffnal examinations
typed until the last hour, who wait until the printer's deadline has
passed to submit manuscripts for typing, who send materials to the
printshop a few hours before they are needed in the classroom, or
*ho rend librarians in a last minuie search for a citation have always
found willing and patient hands to provide supporting services for
whatever has to be done. The phrase may be trite, but these are the
unsung and unheralded heroes and heroines on the premises.
The progress we have made could not have been possible without
the support of the bench and bar of the area. Alumni and non alumni
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have quite literally outdone themselves not only with their continuing
ftnancial assistance for students and library acquisitions but also with
their willingness to teach courses and seminars, lecture in continuing
legal educaiion programs, offer summer clerkships and permanent "T-
pl6yment to stridenlts, recommend good,students_to us, and provide
in g"neral a climate of goodwill in which it has,been a pleasure for
me to operate' 
.^.,IJ l-^ *o-$in-pr h.r nqrne hrrt r IMany people could be mentioned by aTe, but I must say a wor(
particulaity about the distinguished Chief fustice of the Supreme
bourt of Texas, the Honorable Joe R. Greenhill, who regularly brings
together the deans of the eight Texas law schools, the Board of Bar
Ex'aminers, the officers of the State Bar of Texas and the justices of
the Court to discuss problems in an atmosphere of mutuality, of give
and take that has benefited us all. Dissensions, misunderstandings, or
misinterpretations have no place within this group, because the Chief
]ustice .irith "orrrummate 
diplomacy and tact does not let such things
begin.
This school operates as an integral part of the university commu-
nity and the larler community around-it. Trustees, governors, boards
of visitors, alurini councils, the central administration, zupporting
services from within and without, donors, fr{ends, people of goodwill
all about us constitute an enorTnous positive resource of inestimable
value. In particular, this report would not be complete without my
expressing^ to George and Nancy Underwood my personal gratitude
ani the h"eartfelt tlianks of the University community and the entire
legal community for their magniffcent gift which made possible the
Underwood Law LibrarY.
Academic administration is a continuum; administrators come and
go but the basic claims and felt needs go on. Therefore, no one really
Hnishes; all that one can do is push it down the road a bit. My suc-
cessors will be concerned, as I have been, with the same issues and
nagging difficulties: recruiting faculty and students of quality and
competence, maintaining a, lo* student-fac9lty ratios as _ possible,
ffnding resources to support sfudent aid, faculty research, library en-
harrceirent, and so on "ttd 
ott. Academic institutions ale fragile, and
a measure of support at the right time and place can mark up success
or failure,
As I have already indicated above, the collaboration and goodwill
of many people in each phase of the School's progress does indeed
make the difference.
I could not conclude my list of citations of those who have been
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so helpful and supportive without expressing what I am sure will
be respected as pardonable pride in my wife, P"ggy, and our ffve
children for their most important contribution to whatever success I
have been able to achieve. I am in their debt for more than I can ever
repay. Wives of academic administrators have many and varied duties
and responsibilities which only one wlro has lived the role can fully
understand. In countless ways P"ggy has served students, faculty and
the entire University community-all this without fuss or notice, and
no one would deny that the institution has been greatly advantaged
through her splendid work.
Children of academic administrators are not left fatherless, but I
are sure that mine have often thought they were. Neglect is too strong
a word, but inattention probably describes those many instances when
institutional concerns somehow overrode parental care and concern.
That each child has done admirable academic wor.k and has gone on
to a useful career (two are now lawyers ) is a tribute to his or her
maturity and independence.
Now to some details about the year under review and my ffnal year
in office.
In May 1978, the School completed its fffty-third academic year.
Just fifty years before the ffrst Law School graduating class of 1928
numbered eleven, including one woman, Mrs. Erin Bain Jones, a gen-
erous donor and distinguished alumna who was tragically killed in a
smill plane crash four years ago.
In May 1978, 211 received the Juris Doctor degree, eighteen, the
Master of Laws degree, twenty-six, the Master of Comparative Law
degree, and two, the Doctor of the Science of Law degree. These
numbers include those cornpleting their degree requirements in
August L977, December L977, and May 1978.
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The following tabular analysis reflects comparative data with re-
spect to degree-s conferred or certificates granted durjng the period
1968-1978.
196819691970197119721973l9741915197619771978
Bachelor of Laws B
Juris Doctor 126 I45
Master of Com-
parative Laws 24 19
Master of Laws 3 B
Doctor of the




















Totals 163 172 163 190 164 19r 229 279 276 306 257
PROFESSORS OF LA\V
Professor AIan R. Bromberg holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Harvard University and the
Bachelor of Laws from Yale University'
IT. Faculty
The following brief summary concerning each f_aculty -member 
is
further suppletiented by Appendix B which is a detailed review of
each one's writings and activities during the year'
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Professor Regis W. Campfield holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Business Administration,from Notre
Dame University and Bachelor of Laws from the
University of Virginia.
Professor Beverly M. Carl holds the degrees of
Bachelor of the Science of Law and Juris Doctor
from the University of .. Southern California and
Master of Laws from Yale University.
I
Professor Matthew W. Finkin holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Ohio Wesleyan University
and Bachelor of Laws from New York University.
He was on leave at Duke University School of




Professor William J. Flittie holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Science of Law from the University of
Minnesota and Bachelor of Laws from Columbia
University.
{
Professor John E. Kennedy holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Philosophy and Bachelor of Laws
from Notre Dame University and Ivlaster of Laws
and Doctor of the Science of Law from Yale Uni-
versity.
Professor Lennart V. Larson holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Science and Juris Doctor from the
University of Washington and Doctor of the Sci-
ence of l,aw from the Universitv of Michigan.
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Associate Dean for Academic Afiairs and Professor
Joseph W. McKnight holds the degrees of Bache-
lor of Arts from the University of Texas at Austin,
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Civil Law,, and
Master of Arts from Oxford University, and Master
of Laws from Columbia University.
Professor J. Scott Morris holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Rice University, Bachelor
of Laws frorn Southern Methodist University, and
Master of Laws from Harvard University. He was
on sabbatical leave for the fall semester and was a
Visiting Professor at the Ilniversity of Idaho for
the spring semester.
Professor Charles J. Morris holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Temple University and
Bachelor of Laws from Columbia University. He
was on leave during the year as a Visiting Profes-
sor at the School of Industrial and Labor Relations
at Cornell University.
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Associate Dean for Clinical Education and Pro-
fessor Walter W. Steele, Jr. holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Laws from S6uthern Methodist Uni-
versity and Master of Laws from the University of
Texas at Austin.
Professor William P. Streng holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Wartburg College and Juris
Doctor from Northwestern University.
Professor Howard J. Taubenfeld holds the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws, and Doctor
of Philosophy frorn Columbia University.
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Professor A. J. Thomas, Jr. holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Science from Texas -A&M College,
Bachelor of Laws from the University of Texas at
Austin, Master of Laws and Doctor of the Science
of Law from the University of Michigan. As of the
printing of this report, Professor Thomas was act-
ing as Dean ad, interirn,
:
b
Professor Clifford F. Thompson holcls the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts and Juris Doctor from Harvard
University and Master of Arts from Oxford Uni-
versity. He was on leave during the fall semester
as Dean of the School of Law of the University
of Hawaii, and resigned in January, 1978 to be-
come Dean at the University of Hawaii.
Professor Harvey Wingo holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Birmingham-Southern Col-
lege and Master of Arts and Juris Doctor from
Vanderbilt University. He was on sabbatical leave
clnring the fall semester of 1977.
S
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS OF LAW
Professor Roy Ryden Anderson holds the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts from Texas Christian Univer-
sity, Turis Doctor frorn Southern Methodist Uni-
versity and Master of Laws from Yale University.
Professor Neil H. Cogan holds the degree of Bach-
elor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.
Professor William V. Dorsaneo, III, holds the de-
gree of Bachelor of Arts from the University of
Pennsylvania and Juris Doctor from the University
of Texas at Austin.
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Professor Thomas G. Pelham holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts and Juris Doctor from Florida
State University, the Master of Arts from'Duke
University and the Master of Laws from Harvard
University.
Professor Vincent S. Walkowiak holds the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts and Juris Doctor from the
University of Illinois. At its regular meeting in
May, the Board of Trustees approved the promo-
tion to tenure of Associate Professor Walkowiak
effective for the fall semester of 1978.
Professor Ellen K. Solender holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Oberlin College and Juris




Professor Peter Winship holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws from Har-
vard University and Master of Laws from the
University of London.
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS OF LAW
Professor William J. Bridge holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Science in Foreign Service and Juris
Doctor from Georgetown University, and is a
candidate for the Doctor of the Science of Law
from Columbia University. He was on leave dur-
ing the year studying in Paris, France as a Jervey
Fellow in Foreign Law in the Parker School of
Foreign and Comparative Law of Columbia Uni-
versity.
Professor Roark M. Reed" holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Business Administration and Juris
Doctor from Georgetown University. At its regu-
lar meeting in May, the Board of Trustees ap-
proved the promotion of .Assistant Professor Reed
to Associate Professor of Law with tenure effective
for the fall semester of 1978.
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Professor Richard B. Schiro holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Arts from Trinity College and the
Juris Doctor from the University of Chicago.
Professor Daniel W. Shun-ran holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Science and Juris Doctor from the
University of Arizona.
VISITING PROFESSORS OF LAW
Visiting Professor Joseph G. Cook holds the de-
grees of Bachelor of Arts and Juris Doctor from
the the University of Alabama. He returned to
the University of Tennessee at the end of the year.
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Visiting Professor Meade Emory holds the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws from
George Washington University, and Master of
Laws from Boston University. He left at the end
of the year to enter into private practice in Seattle,
Washington.
Visiting Professor Guenter H. Treitel holds the de-
grees of Bachelor of Arts in Jurisprudence, Bache-
lor of Civil Law, Master of Arts, and Doctorof
Civil Law from Oxford University. He was recent-















The following part-time lecturers taught seminars and courses dur-
ing this period:
William R. Allensworth, Esq., Credi-
tors' Rights
Steven P. Anderson, Esq., Law in So-
ciety II
G. William Baab, Esq., Labor Relations
Planning and Practice
James E. Barnett, Esq., Real Estate
Planning
Paul Carrington, Esq., Future of the
Legal Profession
William F. Carroll, Esq., Advanced
Antitrust Seminar
Edward A. Copley, Jr., Esq., Tax Pro-
cedure and Litigation
Marshall J. Doke, Jr., Esq., Govern-
ment Contracts
Ernest F. Figari, Jr., Esq., Texas Trial
and Appellate Procedure and Evi-
dence
Kerry P. FitzGerald, Esq., Criminal
Evidence Seminar
Brian Gregg, Esq., Advanced Colporate
Taxation
Joel Held, Esq., Business Associations
II
Richard Jones, Esq., Taxation of De-
ferred Compensation Plans
Cyril D. Kasmir, Esq., Coqporate Plan-
ning
Mary Sue Black, Bachelor of Arts, Tex-
as Tech Llniversity; Jr:ris l)octor,
Southern Methodist UniversitY
Rickie O. Faulk, Bachelor of Arts,
North Texas State University; Juris
Doctor, Southern Methodist Univer-
sity
Herbert S. Kendrick, Esq., Tax Pro-
cedure and Litigation
Fritz Lyne, Esq., Labor Relations Plan-
ning and Practi6e
B. Thomas McElroy, Esq., Texas Pre-
Trial Procedure
Joseph J. Norton, Esq., Business Asso-
ciations II, Survey of American Cor-
porations, and Cbmmon Market Law
Vincent W. Perini, Esq., Texas Crimi-
nal Trial Practice
Robin E. Phelan, Esq., Creditors' Rights
Thomas A. Roberts, Esq., Business As-
sociations I and II
Forrest Srnith, Esq., State and Local
Taxation
Charles M. Solornon, Esq., Business As-
sociations I
W. Stephen Swayze, Esq., Federal Oil
and Gas Taxation
Ronald V. Thurman, Esq', Intellectual
Property
James H. Wallenstein, Bsq,, Real Es-
tate Development
Ronalcl G, Williams, Esq., Partnership
Taxation
Donald J. Zahn, Esq', CorPorate Re-
organization, Federal Income Tax
Problems of ExemPt Organizations
Mary Ann Garvey, Bachelor of Arts,
Hunter College; Juris Doctor, South-
ern Methodist UniversitY
Catherine F. Harris, Bachelor of Sci-
ence, IJniversity of Texas; Juris Doc-
tor, Southern Methodist University
Nine Instructors in Research Methods/Legal Writing were em-
ployed to work in the first-year program under the supervision of
Professor Solender. They were:
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Barbara R. Hunt, Bachelor of Arts,
Dallas Baptist College; Juris Doctor,
Southern Methodist University
Harold D. Mallory, Bachelor of Arts,
Dartmouth College; Juris Doctor,
Southern Methodist University
Gerald S. Reamy, Bachelor of Arts,
Trinity University; Juris Doctor,
Southern Methodist University
Raymond P. Turner, Bachelor of Arts,
Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge; Juris Doctor, Southern Meth-
odist University
James Thomas Wilson, Bachelor of Sci-
ence, East Texas State University;
. Juris Doctor, Southein Methodist
University
III. Degree Prograra
The School of Law conducted the following major programs during
the year 1977-78.
(A) The three-year juris Doctor program. The requirements are
eighty-eight hours of required and elective courses for those students
entering in the fall semesters, 1974, 1975, L976, and ninety hours for
those entertng in the Fall Semester 1977.
(B ) The general graduate program for part-time and full-time stu-
dents leading to the degree of Master of Laws. The requirements are
twenty-four hours of seminar and course work prescribed by the Com-
mittee on Graduate Legal Studies. A thesis may be submitted for as
many as twelve hours of credit.
(C ) The graduate program in international and comparative law
leading to the degree of Master of Cornparative Law. The require-
rnents are tu'enty-four hours of seminar and course work prescribed by
the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. A Certiftcate in Compara-
tive Law may in the discretion of the faculty be awarded to those stu-
dents in the international and comparative law program who fail in
some particular respect to meet all the grade and hour requirements
for the Master of Comparative Law degree.
We continue to have an outstanding group of sfudents from abroad
working in the J.D. and M.C.L. programs. These are young men and
women from the Middle East, Far East, Latin America and Europe
who have finished law schools in their own countries and are judges,
lawyers, prosecutors, counselors in the various ministries of govern-
ment, and the like. They provide an excellent professional dimension
in our student life and return to their countries with a high respect for
the American system.
( D ) The graduate program in research and writing leading to the
degree of Doctor of the Science of Law. The requirements are pre-






(E ) The combined Juris Doctor and Master of Business Administra-
tion degree. This combined program is ofiered jolntly by th9 lchool
of Law and the Graduate Division of the School of Business Adminis-
tration. The program is designed for law practice with a strong_busi-
ness background-, and for business careers with a strong legal back-
ground. The two.degrees may be obtained in four/years. Separately,
ihey would require four and a half or five years. 
-
(F) The combined Juris Doctor and Master of Public Administra-
tion degree. This ptogi"* is ofiered iointly by the Schqol of Law and
the Graduate Program in Public Administration of the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences. The program is designed for those persons who
desire career opporfunities in the public sector. The two de-grees may
be obtained in-four years. Separately, they would require four and a
half years
1i; neective for the FaIl Semester 1978, the faculty has authorized
with respect to the Master of Laws program a designation on the
diploma-of th" following areas of special study: Taxation; Corporate
"tid 
Corn*ercial Law; and Comparative and International Law.
IY. Curriculum
The curriculum in efiect for the summer session 1977 consisted of
twelve sections of courses and seminars; during the regular session 152
sections of courses and seminars were offered. Under the program for
the ]uris Doctor degree, the student had to complete forty-two hours
of rlquired courseJ and forty-eight hours of electives, including at
least one course involving international and comparative law or juris-
prudence and a seminar in which a substantial paper is required.
During the year, new offerings included:
Compensation Systems ofiered by Pro- Advanced Antitrust Seminar ofiered by
feJsor Vincent S. Walkowiak William F. Carroll, Esq'
Y. Rea"uitment and Enrollment
The following comparative statistics for the School of Law show
























































































































































































The mean averages for the Law School Admission Test and under-
graduate college scores were 618 (Blst percentile) and 3,32 (on a 4.0
scale), respectively, for the class entering in the fall of 1977. The
rrreans are calculated on the basis of all those admitted including
special admissions pursuant to personal interviews and consideration
of exceptional circumstances.
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During the year, the number of women students numbered 215, stu-
dents from abroad thirty-four, and minority students (Black, Chicano,
and American Indians ) nineteen. As reflected in the tabulation, the
ffrst-year students represented thirty-four states and ffve other coun-
tries. Their undergraduate work was done in 104 different colleges and
universities-twenty-one Texas schools and eighty-two .out-of-state
schools.
Sfudents and faculty have accepted a large measure of lesponsibility
in the recruitulent process, and the diverse geographical representa-
tion attests to the worth of these efforts.
YL Underuood Law Li,brarg
Acting Law Librarian Thomas M. Steele holds the
clegrees of Bachelor of Arts from Oklahoma State
University, Master of Library Science frorn the
University of Oregon and Juris Doctor from the
University of Texas at Austin.
At the end of the 1977-78 fiscal year, the Underwood Law Library
collection totaled 238,2LI volumes. Expenditures for library operations
amounted to $333,628. The Library received a number of gifts both of
books and funds including a large contribution from Dallas lawyers.
New acquisitions were made in all subject areas represented in the
Law School curriculum. Funds from the Bromberg Family Endow-
ment were used for the purchase of books on corporation, securities,
and general business law. Endowed funds made possible the con-
tinued expansion of the Erin Bain Jones Sea and Space Collection.
The Josephine Short Lynch Memorial Fund, established by Dean and
Mrs. Charles O. Galvin, was utilized to support the general collection.
Thomas M. Steele, appointed Assistant Law Librarian July 1, L977,
functioned as Acting Law Librarian from mid-Itly through the re-
mainder of the year. Earl C. Borgeson, formerly of the Harvard Lar,v
School Library, Stanford University Library, and the Los Angeles
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County Law Library, accepted the position of Professor and Law Li-
brarian, effective june 1, f978.
The full-time staff consisted of four professional librarians and eight
and one-half full-time equivalent clericals. The Library was open l0S){
hours per week during the reguiar sessions, 89]6 hours per week during
the summer sessions and forty-nine hours per week during recesses-.
With strong collections in taxation, securities, labor law, and foreign
and international law, it serves as a major resource for the law school
and for the Dallas-Fort Worth legal community.
YII. Alu,mni Affairs. Laus School Fund, Student Aid
Assistant Dean for External Affairs Edward O.
Coultas holds degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
Juris Doctor from Southern Methodist University
ancl a Master of Science from Indiana State Uni-
versity.
The Law Alumni Association Council was chaired by William D.
Powell, Esq. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Heath hosted the Houston area
alumni at their home on January 23, 1978. On June 29, LWl, the Law
Alumni Association hosted its annual reception at the Texas Bar Con-
vention in Fort Worth. In August, the Association hosted a reception
at the annual American Bar Association meeting in New York City.
The Dean addressed El Paso area alumni at a reception and dinner
hosted by alumnus Russell M. Aboud, Erq. Throughout the yeat,
alumni in the Dallas-Fort Worth area were selected at random and
invited to lunch at Lawyers Inn with the Dean, membeis of the fac-
ulty and student body. These inforrnal luncheons were well received
and provided a forum for the exchange of information about the
school, its students and the profession.
Edward A. Copley, E.q. was Chairman of the L977-'lB Law School
Fund. In addition to solicitation by mail, Mr. Copley headed a tele-
fund at the Law School which ran for eleven nights and involved
seventy-eight alumni as solicitors. Under his direction, gifts to the
Law School totaled $158,285.37.
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The third annual Law Library Fund of L977-78 was chaired by
|ohn L. Estes, Esq. All law firms and solo practitioners 
in Dallas were
asked to support ioluntarily the Law Library on_the basis of $25 per
lawyer (th;^ approximate cost of one book ). Dallas attomeys re-
,pond"d with giftt totaling $17,280.
^ A ,.rrrr- ury of total gifts received during the year" and cbmparison
with the two previous years follows:
Law School Fund























In September, L977, Dean and Mrs. Galvin were invited by the
Korean i,egal Center to participate in the Fifth Lawasia Conference,
a confererri" ,porrtored ty eighteen free nations of Southeast A;ia,
the Orient, and Australia and New Zealand. Dean Galvin was a prin-
cipal speaker at the opening assembly. The Korean Legal Center^re-
celved^gifts from the S.lvt.U. Law School when the Center was first
established in 1953. The Center publications continue to mention with
gratitude this encouragement and assistance from S.M.U. Dean and
f,4rs. Galvin were guests of the Korean S.M.U. Alumni for dinner, then
went to Tokyo wh-ere they were guests of the S.M.U. Law Alumni of
japan, and then to Taipei where they were greeted by jhe_ President of
ift" n"p"Ulic of China (Taiwan ) and were hosted by the large delega-
tion of Chinese S.M.U. alumni not only of the Law School but of the
S,M.U. Engineering and Business Schools.
VIII. Publications
Two student-edited law reviews are published'by the School of
Law, the Southusestern Law lournal and the lournal of Air Lau and
Commerce. The operation and management of these law r'eviews are
vested in their resiective Boards of Editors. The Boards are made up
of senior studentJ who have exhibited excepl-iorral ability for lcgal
research and. writing. Other students are selected to participate on the
basis of scholarshif and. through a writing competition conducted
each year. In bothpublications, the work of students has produced
periodicals of permanent value to the legal profession'
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The southusestern Lau lournal is published ffve times each year
and reaches law schools, attorneys and judges throughout the united
States and abroad. Each issue includes articles by prominent legal
scholars and practitioners dealing with significant questions of local,
national, and international law. In addition, articles by students ana-
lyze lecent cases, statutes and developments in the law. Each year
one issue of the Journal is devoted to an annual Survey of Texas Law
and contains articles by attorneys, law professors, and judges concern-
ing current developments in the laws of Texas.
The lournal of Air Laus and Commerce, a quarterly publication of
the School of Law, was founded in 1930, and has been at S.M.U.
since 1962. It is circulated throughout the world. Articles by dis-
tinguished lawyers, economists, govemment officials, and scholars deal
with domestic and international problems of the airline industry,
private aviation and of aerospace problems. Also included are sfudent
works on a variety of topical issues, student comments, casenotes on
recent decisions, book reviews and editorial comments.
On April 20-22,1978, the Journal of Ai.r Lats and Comnxerce spon-
sored its regular annual symposium on Beyond the Ordinary: Prob-
lems Unique to Ai,r Lan.
The l{uman Rights Journal was previously published quarterly by
the School of Law and the Section of Individual Rights and Respon-
sibilities of the American Bar Association. It was edited jointly by
members of the faculty and students and included articles by leading
scholars and practitioners and notes and bibliographies by students on
legal topics of humanistic c.oncern. This year the publication was pub-
lished by the American Bar Association in magazine for:rn; however,
this past year, faculty and students edited the last two issues of
Human Rights in its journal form.
The Adoocate is a weekly newspaper published by students about
the Law School community.
A number of other publications-papers, memoranda, booklets, etc.
-both formal and informal-u'ere released during the year under the





Maxine T. McConnell, Director of Legal Clinic,
has a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws from
Southern Methodist UniversitY.
Samuel R. Miller, Director of the Civil Clinic
( Federal Taxation ) has a Bachelor of Arts in Eco-
nomics and Business Administration from Austin
College, a Master in Professional Accounting from
the Urrlverslty t-rf Texas at Austiu and a Juris Doc-
tor from Harvard Law School.
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Associate Director of the Legal Clinic ( Civil )
Cynthia Hollingsworth has a Bachelor of Arts from
the University of Texas at Austin and a Juris Doc-
tor from St. Mary's University School of Law.
Associate Dean for Clinical Education, Professor walter w. Steele,
Jr., continues to exercise overall supervision for our clinical com-
ponents which consist of the Civil Cases Clinic, the Criminal Justice
Clinic, the Federal Taxpayers Clinic, and the Legal Extern program.
Maxine T. McConnell is Director of the Civil Cases Clinic, assisted
by cynthia Hollingsworth, Associate Director, who has replaced Mr.
John A. Dennis, who recently resigned the position of Associate Direc-
tor to enter private practice. As this goes to press we must sadly report
the untimely and tragic death of Mr. Dennis in an automobile acci-
dent.
This year fffty-one students were enrolled in the Civil Cases Clinic,
handling a total of 246 cases. In addition to divorce, adoption and
other family-reldted cases, the clinic students have represented clients
in estate and probate matters, social security matters, landlord-tenant
disputes, and a wide range of other cases, including matters in federal
courts and in the state appellate courts. In a recent juvenile case, the
Texas Supreme Court decided a case in favor of the position taken by
clinic students who were representing their client on appeal.
Several Civil Clinic students have participated in an experimental
program with the Dallas Deaf Action Center. The Center referred
deaf clients to the Clinic and all communication was by "signing."
Certified interpreters worked with the students during conferences
and court appearances. The communication difficulties encountered
made the experience unique for the Clinic students. As a result of
this project some of the courts and members of the practicing bar
have been made more aware of the need for qualiffed interpreters for
the deaf community.
Associate Professor Roark R. Reed is the Director of the Criminal
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Justice Clinic. The Criminal Justice Clinic continues to be funded
jointly by a grant frorn the Texas Criminal Justice Council and by
general Law School funds. This year, a total of twenty-six students
enrolled. in the Criminal Justice Clinic and handled 223 cases, pri-
marilv misdemeanors.
An interesting development in the Clinic during the past year has
been a program in cooperation with the Dallas Police Department
which allows clinic students to ride shifts with police officers. Relating
to a police officer in other than an adversarial way has increased the
student's awareness of the officer's sensitivity to human problems. This
has resulted in more realistic appraisals of police conduct and more
productive police interviews.
The Federal Taxpayers Clinic has made signiffcant progress during
the last year, and now seems to be on solid footing. We continue to
rely heavily on the cooperation of the United States Internal Revenue
Service and it appears that such cooperation is ongoing. This Clinic
and its mode of operation are unique in the United States. It is super-
vised by Mr. Samuel R. Miller, a lawyer and certiffed public account-
ant, and a total of twenty-ffve students were enrolled in the Clinic dur-
ing the year in which 164 calls for taxpayer assistance were handled.
The Clinic does not prepare tax returns; rather, it assists persons
who are being audited by the Internal Revenue Service. The issues
covered by the students include medical deductions, casualty losses,
business expenses, child care expenses, and so on.
To expedite the linkage between the Clinic and taxpayers, the In-
ternal Revenue Service is now sending a letter signed by the District
Director with each notice for audit mailed to taxpayers referring the
taxpayer to the Clinic if he wishes to be considered for representation
by law students under the supervision of the Clinic Director. This let-
ter is sent to all taxpayers unless someone signed the return of the tax-
payer as a paid preparer.
The Legal Extern Program is supervised by Associate Dean Steele.
Last year, thirty-one students participated. The students are placed
in various governmental and institutional legally-related agencies in
Dallas County, such as the U.S. District Court, District Attorney's
Office, .t'ederal 'l'rade Commission, and the like. 'I'hese students re-
ceive academic credit for working in those placements under the
supervision of the staff of those agencies. The program provides stu-
dents with an excellent opportunity to gain insights into practice skills
as they relate to the performance of legal work in institutional settings.
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X. Moot Court
In the 1978 Texas Young Lawyers Association Moot Court Competi-
tion, the School was represented by Henryk S. Borecki, Barbara J.
Houser and Gary E. Keane. The team advanced to the semi-final round
of the Competition.
In the Region X National Moot Court Competition, the School was
represented by Mary Emma Ackels, D. Paul Dalton and S. Lee Han-
cock. The team placed third and received the award for best brief. In
the regional competition for the Jessup International Moot Court Com-
petition, the School was represented by Bruce E. Anton and Barbara
J. Staubus. Penny D. Jones also participated on the Jessup team as re-
searcher and memorial writer.
In the Region XIII Competition for the National Appellate Advo-
cacy Competition, sponsored by the Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association, the School was represented by two teams.
J. Mitchell Bell, Mark C. Enoch and Martin L. Lowy constituted one
tcam, and Mary Emma Ackels, Martin L. Camp and D. Paul Dahon,
the other. The teams placed ffrst and second in the Competition, re-
spectively. The team of Bell, Enoch and Lowy represented the School '
of Law in the final rounds of the Competition held in New York City
in conjunction with the 1978 Annual Meeting of the American Bar
Association. The team was defeated in the quarter-final round in New
York.
Douglas D. Fletcher served as Chief-Counsel of the Moot Court
Board for the academic year and D. Paul Dalton was chosen as Chief
Counsel-elect.
The Dallas Court of Civil Appeals (Judges Clarence A. Guittard,
Ted M. Akin and Ted Z. Robertson ) heard the ffnal arguments in the
Russell Baker Moot Court Competition in which Brian D. Melton and
Gordon M. Shapiro were selected winners and William H. Betts and
Jamie A. Drabeck were selected runners-up. Brian D. Melton was se-
lected by the panel as the best oralist.
Barbara J. Houser was elected to The Order of the Bai'risters, a na-
tional honorary organization which stresses excellence in appellate ad-
vocacy and brief writing skills in Law School Moot Court programs.
XL Mock'l'rial
The National Mock Trial Competition is co-sponsored by the Texas
Young Lawyers Association and the American College of Trial Law-
yers. This year more than seventy-five schools participated in the com-
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petition in seven regional competitions. Southern Methodist University
was the host for Region Six.
The competition, held over a thlee-day period from January 27-30,
1978, consisted of twenty-two three-hour trials, each of approximately
three-hour length. Each trial of four witnesses was judged by a_panel
of three voluntLer members of the practicing bar or bpnch. Each trial
began with an opening statement and proceeded through the direct
urrd 
"tott-examination 
of two plaintifis' and two defendants' witnesses
and concluded with closing arguments. The student teams wer.e
judged on their litigation skills. The ffnal round was held on Saturday
mo;ing, January 90, 1978, judged by a distinguished panel of Federal
Districl Court ]udges composed of Sarah T. Hughes, Patrick E. Hig-
ginbotham, and Robert M. Hill.
In addition to organizing and hosting the competition, Professor
Vincent S. Walkowiak sponsored two three-member teams in the com-
petition: one team "otriitted 
of David M. Prichard, Barry J. Sorrels
and Mark S. Wer.bner; the other, Gay G. Cox, Marc S. Culp and David
C. Mattka. This is the second year that Southern Methodist University
has participated in the competition; the L976-77 teams were Pau-l N.
Gold and William C. Kamenjarin, and Susan S. Gorham and j. Chris-
topher Cimaglia. The coach was David L. Whaley.
The purpose of the National Mock Trial Competition is to encour-
age training in trial advocacy at the law school level._Coupled with
tie Moot Court Program, it exposes students to a realistic litigation
competition as a complement to the appellate advocacy competitions.
t .#'*-77?7':f*"
XII. Placement
Interviews took place during the months of September, L977,
through M"y, 1978, and representatives of interviewing ffrms came
from every section of the country. There were 2,000 separately sched-
uled student interviews. A tally as of November 15, 1978, of the sen-






State and Federal Government .Agencies
]udicial Clerkships
Other Legal Activities











* Some graduates have been waiting for their Bar Examination results before
seeking employment.
)(III. Center for Adoanced Professional Deoelopment
Associate Dean for Advanced Professional De-
velopment S. Theodore Reiner received his Bache-
lor of Arts degree from Gettysburg College in
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania; his Juris Doctor and
LL.M. degrees from Georgetown University Law
Center.
The Center for Advanced Professional Development is a division of
Southern Methodist University School of Law. Through it the Law
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school ofiers a broad range of educational opportunities in domestic
and international legal urrJ "o*-ercial 
ffelds by ofiering courses' sem-
inars, symposia and"a continuing series of publications. Each 
program
on"r"a'Uy the Center is designZd for the practitioner who must 
fre-
quently, if not continually, "iti"ipate 
and tandle complex p.tobl:Tt:
it,rr, Lmphasis is placed or, ,r"rry ld"ut in planning for situations that
one may r."".orrrbiy expect to arise in the practice of law. Spt"\",t:
who lecture at the ,"*irrurc and symposia have been practitioners 
and
scholars from various sections of ihe^country. The speakers 
-have 
F:""
selected for their ability and competence in their particular subject
and for their reputation as a seasoned instnrctor' r
During the academic year under review the Law school not only
continuei its partnership of long standing with.the Practicing Law 
In-
stitute of New York and the oillas Bar-Association, but has endeav-
ored to expand its affiliation by contracting t9 9fier programs 
jointly
with the Energy Bureau, Inc. in New York and the Bureau of Nation-
al Afiairs in Washington, D.C. By doing so, the School has been 
able
"n""rf"ay 
to deliver"programs of itrt"t"tt to the professional commu-
nity. The programs og"iua broaden the scope-of the general Law
School curriculum and. offer students as well as the practicing 
lawyers
;il6p;;"iry a hear outstanding lecturers. sMU law students and
iu"rrtty are admitted to all program-s tuition free and may obtain 
pro-
gram material at cost.
XIV. Other Eoents of the Year
A Trial Club was formed during the Fall of L977, under the faculty
,porrrorrhip of Professor william v. Dorsaneo and Professor Vincent
S. Walkowiak, and conducted the first annual Geary,_saull,,Kools,
Rohde & Spencer Mock Trial Competitio-1:.I"d"t3l JudgS Robert 
M'
Hill presiaia *t the final trial in *tti"tt William L. Smith and Barry
1. So^rr"f, wefe selected !y a i,rry as the 1977 winners. 
The team of
Danny D. Burns and Floran"" 
'n.g. scott Morgan was selected as
runners-up.
The 1977-78 Trial Club student Chairman was T. Michael Wall;
David C. Mattka was chosen as Chairman-elect'
on Friday, Septemb er 20, 1977, the Student Bar Association dedi.
cated the SturJerri Lo,rrrgc, located in the grotrnd 'floor of Storey 
Hall'
to Professor Emeritus of Law Clyde Emery'
OnFriday,February24,LgTs,theSchoolofLawwashosttoLang-
dell Professor and Associate Dean Robert E. Keeton of Harvard 
Uni-
;"r*tr)r Law school, who delivered the first Roy R. Rav Lecture. 
The
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Roy R. Ray Lectureship is made possible through the generosity of
Professor Emeritus Roy Robert Ray of the SMU School of Law. The
lecture to the Law School students entitled "Stafutes, Gaps and Values
in Tort Law," was followed by a luncheon in the Umphrey Lee Sfu-
dent Center. In the evening, faculqr and wives, selected students, and
other guests were invited to a reception at the R. L. Thoraton Alumni
Center honoring Professor and Mrs. Keeton and Professor and Mrs.
R"y.
On Thursday, March 20, L978, at the R. L. Thornton Alumni Center,
the School of Law was host to a joint meeting of the Board of Visitors,
the Law School Committee of the Board of Trustees and Officers and
Directors of the Southern Methodist University Law Alumni Associa-
tion Council. Members of the Law faculty, student representatives,
and others were also invited. The participants met in the afternoon
with members of the standing Law School committees. In the evening
a buffet dinner was held at which all of the participants and Law
School faculty, their spouses, and selected sfudents were in attendance.
On Saturday, May 20, 1978, the School of Law had its seventh for-
mal ceremony of hooding the ]uris Doctor candidates. The event,
which traditionally is held in the Law School Quadrangle, was moved
to McFarlin Auditorium because of rain. Following the ceremony a
reception for sfudents, parents and friends was held in Lawyers Inn.
The Student Bar Association planned and hosted during the year
a series of speakers, including well known criminal attorney from
Houston, Percy Foreman; Barbara Jordan, Congresswoman from Tex-
as; Leon Jaworski, former Special Watergate Prosecutor and Houston
attorney; William F. Buckley, newspaper columnist; former United
States Senator Sam J. Erwin, Jr.; CBS News Law Correspondent Fred
Graham; Commissioner Internal Revenue ]erome Kurtz; former Texas
Governor John Connally; former Prime Minister of Great Britain Sir
Harold Wilson, and Texas Governor Dolph Briscoe.
XY. Conclusi,on
As this, my ffnal report, goes to press, a long-time, much loved, and
well respected colle&Bue, Professor A. J. Thomas, Jr. is acting as Dean
ad int,erinl. I Lave uhrrust corrfidence in his capability to perforrr the
task with excellence. A search committee chaired by f)ean Errgene
Bonelli of the School of the Arts is reviewing the credentials of a num-
ber of prospective candidates. They will, I am sure, welcome sugges-
tions and nominations from anyone.








warrn and gracious sentiments in connection with my resignation, I
am especially aPPreciative.
fo att *no ftt"" assisted me ol contributed to the welfare of the
School in any way, I extend my grateful thanks'
Respectfully submitted,
CHenr.Bs O'NBrr,r. Ger-vrw
Dean, School of Laut
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Appendix A
Prizes and Awards, Named Scholarships, Class of 1978, Honors, Stu-
dent Activities and Organizations for the Year 1977-L978.
L. Prizes and Awards
Andrews, Kurth, Campbell & Jones. Ar,vard ,
Janice L. Mattox









The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. United States Law Week Award
Earl W. Cross
Burleson Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit
Temple B. Ingram, Jr.
Carrington, Coleman, Sloman, Johnson & Blumenthal Award
Linda J. Biggs
Childs, Fortenbach, Beck & Guyton Award
Michael D. Wortley




Dallas Lawyers'Wives' Club Award
Martin L. Lowy
The Valerie Lathrop Dauphinot Memorial Award
Michael D. Wortley
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Eldridge, Goggans & Weiss Award
Alan L. Busch
Clifton T. Hutchinson




Federal Bar Association Award
Elizabeth G. Thornburg
Fulbright & Jaworski Moot Court Award
Mary Emma Ackels
D. Paul Dalton
Geary, Stahl, Koons, Rohde & Spencer Mock Trial Competition Award
First place:




Florence E. B. Scott Morgan
Goldberg & Alexander Award
]ohn C. Cox






Robert J. Hobby Memorial Award
( f)rrranf, Mankoff, I)avis, Wolens & Francis )
David J. Lowery
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award
Barry ]. Sorrels
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Johnson, Bromberg, Leeds & Riggs Award
James V. Baird




1e70 Boar.d or Edito,, Award
Mairin K. North
Kasmir, Willingham and Krage Award
Robert B. Rowling
Kilgore & Kilgore Award
Harlan P. Abright
B. Thomas McEh'oy Award
Martin L. Lowy
Mercantile National Bank Award
David J. Lowery and Don J. Crow, Jr. (tied)
David Ringer
















Pa,ssman, Jones, Andrews, Coplin, Holley & Company Award
Elizabeth G. Thornburg
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Phi Alpha Delta Award
Daniel W. McDonald
Prentice-Hall Federal Taxation Award
David J. Lowery
Prentice-Hall fournal of Air Law and Commerce Award
Randy S. Brooks
George E. Ray Moot Court Best Speaker Award
Brian D. Melton
Texas Trial Lawyers Association Award
David R. Miller
Thompson, Knight, Simmons & Bullion Award
Storrow A. Moss
Varsitv Book Store Award
Marc S. Culp
The Wall Street Journal Award
Gay G. Cox








west Publishing company and vernon Law Book Company Award
Brian M. Lidji




A total of $174,350 was awarded for scholarship assistance for the
Lg77-78 academic year.In addition, $98,561 was also awarded for the
Hatton W. Sumners Scholarships during the year. Each major donor
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to the Law school Fund is honored by the designation of a named
scholarship.
The School of Law awards the following endowed scholarships:
Endowments Donors
Alfred P. Murrah Memorial Scholarship-Anonyrnous ,
Dan Burney lt{emorial scholarship-?h e f amily and friend.s of the late
Dan Burney
Tom C. Clark Scholarship-The late Paul D. Li,ndsey
Rosser J. Coke Scholarship-The late Rosser J. Coke
Dallas Lawyers' Wives' Club Scholarship-Dallas Lawqers' Wioes'
Club
Easterwood Aerospace Law Scholarship-Miss Eoa Easteruood
Arthur I. & Jeannette Ginsburg Scholarship-Arthur I. Ginsburg
Hawkins Golden Scholarship-H atokins Golden
J. Roscoe Golden Scholarship-Mrs. l. Roscoe Colden
W. R. Harris, Sr. Memorial Scholarship-W. R. Harri,s, lr.
John Leddy and Erin Bain Jones Memorial scholarship-The late Erin
Bain lones
Mrs, j. C. Judge-The late I. C. Iudge
E. Eugene Mason Scholarship-E. Eugene Mason
Joseph P. McKnight Memorial Scholarship-Professor Joseph W. I\Lc-
Knight and friends
Annie Morris Scholarship-The late Annie Morri,s
Maurice E. Purnell Memorial scholarship-Locke, Purnell, Boren,
Laney b Neelg
W. A. Rhea Scholarship-The late W. A. Rhea
Mrs. Lee J. Taylor Scholarship-Lee l. Taylor
Meade Whitaker Scholarship-lohn R. Downing, Ir,
FuII Scholarshi,ps
Salah Campbell Blaffer Foundation
Carrington, Coleman, Sloman, Johnson & Blumenthal
Wilton H. Fair
Larry and jane Harlan Foundation
Hewett Johnson Swanson & Barbee
Jackson, Walker, Winstead, Cantwell & Miller







































Fritz and Martha Lyne (Labor Law Scholarship )
Meyers Miller & Middleton
Ritchie, Crosland and Egan
Shell Companies Foundation, Inc.
Hatton W. Sumners Foundation
Vinson & Elkins
Wynne & Jafie







R. \ /. Calloway
Clovis G. Chappell
Davidson Foundation (T. W. Davidson Memorial Scholarship)
Professor Harvey L. Davis
Robert E. Davis
Michael G. Denton
Marshall J. Doke, jr.
Dumas, Huguenin, Boothman and Morrow
Ransom A. Ellis, Jr.
Exxon USA Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Fitch, Jr.
Geary, Stahl, Koons, Rohde & Spencer
William R. Harris, Jr.
Journal of Air Law & Commerce
fames A. Kilgore
William C. Koons
Professor and Mrs. Lennart V. Larson
Liddell, S"pp, Zivley & Brown (Frank A. Liddell Memorial Scholar-
ship)






Harry S. Moss Foundation
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The Honorable James L. Noel, Jr.
Samuel W. Pettigrew
George Garrison Potts ( Charles Shirley Potts Memorial Scholarship )
The Honorable S. Wesley Powell, Jr.
Pye, Dobbs & Payne





Mrs. Henry w. strasburger (Allen Hunter Strasburger Memcrial
Scholarship )
Lewis T. Sweet, Jr.
Charles Remy Tabor
Texas Association of Defense Counsel
Professors A. ]. and Ann Thomas
Thompson, Knight, Simmons & Bullion
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Titus
Tobolowsky & Schlinger
Richard S. Whitesell, ]r.
James A. Williams
Claude R. Wilson, Jr.
Will R. Wilson
Walter P. Zivley
3. Cla"ss of 1978
a. Degree of luris Doctor
August, 1977
Robert Lee Crill
B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
James David Decker




8.A., University of Texas, Austin
Dolly Kyle
B.A., University of Arkansas
Susan Mead
B.A., Trinity College, Connecticut
December, 1977
Catherine Anita Akin
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Michael Curtis Barrett
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
M.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Robert Parker Munger
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Patrick Henry O'Neill








B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Karen Kay Billings
B.A., Duke Univr-'rsity
Lawanda Faye Carter Branum
B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
I\tI.A., University of Texas, Arlington
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Dannv Duane Burns
B.'A.. Texas Christian UniversitY
Omar Paul CorleY, Jr.1
8.A.. Rice UniversitY
Catherine Tean Crier
B.A., U"niversitY of Texas, Austin
Kathi Alvce Drew
B.A.,'southern Methodist University
il-f.e.', Souttrern Methodist University
Tacouelvn Ann HaYs' b.s.1 UniversitY bf Texas, Austin
Robert'Weichen Hsueh
LL.B., Sbochow University, Republic of
China
Knox Brown Hughes
8.A., Universiiy of Texas, Austin
Robert Frank KemP
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Stephen George Koernert^8.A., Duke UniversltY
Davev O. Lamb









M.g.e., University of Texas' Austin
Iames Cleveland Oden
' B.B.A.. Southern Methodist University
Michael David Salim
B.A.. Texas Christian University
Garv L. Scott 
t
b.4., st.te UniversitY of New York
at AIbanY
M.A.. Purdue UniversitY
William Hale Smith, II
B.B.A., Texas A & M UniversitY
Tay Kent SweezeY- B.A., Duke University
Kathleen Kav Tucker
8.S., California State University at
Havward
Ann P. Van Gaasbeek
B.A., University of Texas, Arlingtcn
Tusto H. Vargas'' 8.S., Unive"rsidad Nacional de Ingenieria
Lima, Peru
M.C-4.. Escuela de Administracion de--Neeo6ios para Graduados, Lima, Peru
May 21, 1978
Debra Lynn Adami
8.A.,'UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Ferris Franklin Akins, Jr.
B.A., Howard Payne UniversitY
Kellv Akins
6.A., Unit".sity of Texas, Austin
Benny G. Anderson
B:8.A., Southern Methodist University
Sara Storey Armstrong
B.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Tames Vernon Bairdu 




















8.A., Hastings College -
Michael Leroy Brodowski




'Ei.B.A.. souihern Methodist University
David Eugene Brusilow
B.A., S-outhern Methodist University




"Ela., Mankato State UniversitY
Edward Philip Bush
8.A., Soutfiwestern UniversitY
foe Irvin CallawaY- 8.A., Austin College
Theodore Campagnolo
8.A., Southein fuethodist University
Edna Estela Canino
8.A,, University of Houston
Ianice Ellen Cami
' B.A., George iVa'shington University
Susan Alvce Carstens
B.A., hexas A & M University
Winston Yung-Yu.Cheng
LL.B., Sooihow University, Republic ot
China
Cleveland GuY Clinton
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Kelly jack Coghlan
6.6.,q.., SouThern Methodist University
David 'l'odd ConolY
B.S., Southern M.ethodist University
Teannette E. Consor
' 8.A., UniverstiY of Houston
Diane McArthur CooPer
8.A., Texas Tech UniversitY





8.S., Somthern Methodist University
Gay Gayle Cox
B.S., Abilene Christian University
Earl Wayne Cross
8.A., Bishop College




8.A,, Texas Christian University
M.A., Stanford University
Edwin Wayne Davis
8.A., Southern Methodist University
M.P.A., University of Texas, Austin
Malcolm Craig Deisenroth











B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
M.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Lea Carol Eads
8.A., University of Texas, Austin
Gwen Marie Eisenstein
Il.A., Univorsity of Missouri
Gary D. Elliston
B.A., Howard Payne University
Robert William Fischer
8.A., Pennsylvania State University
M.A., Pennsylvania State University
Douglas Dickson Fletcher
8.A., George Washingto.n University
James Leonard Francois8.A., Millikin University
Maridel S. Freshwater
8.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison





Gabriel Hawkins Golden, II
B.A., Vanderbilt University
M.B.A.. Southern Methodist Universitv
Robert Michael Gorsky




B.S., University of Illinois




_ B.A., North Dakota, State University
Robert Scott Hogarty ,
B-.A., Duke University
Barbara Jean Houser
B.S., University of Nebraska
Stephen Gratiaa Hughes
Il.A., Wesleyan University




B.A., University of Kansas
Karen Hutchinson




8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Gloria Ann Galouye JacksonB.A., Texas Christian University
M.A., Southern Methodist University
J. Scott JacksonIl.A., Duke University
Charles Wesley Jeanes
_ B.B.A., So,uthern Methodist University
Robert Vance Jewell
B.B.A., Univensity of Texas, Austin
Jeanne Ellen Johannes
A.8., Mount Holyoke College
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Lawrence Joseph Johnson
,8.A., Arizona State University
Molly Ann johnson
B.A., Duke University
Richard Anthony Kefler, Jr.




B.'S., Washinston & Lee Universitv
Allen Wayne Kimbrough
8.A., Hendrix College
Melvin Jacob KleinIl.A., University of the City o,f New york
M.A., University of Cblorado
James Kenneth Kopf, Jr.8.A., University of Tlexas, Austin
Rosemary Korba
B.F.A., University of Illinois
Kip Menill Kugler
8.S., New Mexico State University
B.A.. New Mexico State University Terri Jean Lacy
Brett Allen Hall 8.4., Southein Methodist University
F.A., University of Texas, Arlington Brlan hlonls Lidji
Katherine Corinne Hall - 8.A., Ho,fstra University
B.A., Southern Method.ist University Steven Carl Lindgren
M.L.S., Texas Women's University' B.B.A., University of Oklahoma
Lawrence David Hanna Kenneth Steven Little
B.A., University of New Mexico B.A., University of Texas, Austin





8.8."A., -southern Methodist University
Daniel Leon Lowry
B.A., Southern Methodist University
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Tames Walker McKellar' 8.S., Sbu'thern Methodist University
N- Rhvs Merrett
p.6., B.m.l. College of Electronics,
England
James Edward Montgomery, ]r.
B.A., Duke University
James Hamilton Moody, III
B.A.S., Southern Methodist University
Willis Daniel Moore, Jr.
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Florence Elizabeth Bennett Scott
Morgan
El.A., Syracuse University
M.A., University of Chicago
Melvin Dennis Morgan
M.D., Louisiana State University
Philip Dailey Morgan








B.S., Southern Methodist University
Mairin Kathleen North
B.B.A., University o,f Notre Dam'e
Richard Earl Olson
B.A., Un'iversity of Mississippi
P. Ellen O'Sullivan




B.A., University of Texa.s, Austin
M.P.A., University of Texas, Austin
Julia Fields Pendery




' 8.A., Trinity University
Jon A. Rakow
B.A., University of Notre Dame
Donna Kathrine Ralli








B.A., University o.f Texas, Arlington
]oAnn Bradley Reynolds












B.B.A., University of Missouri
Elizabeth Wilson Segovis
B.A., Cornell UniversitY
M.A., State University of New York,
AIbany
Christopher Glenn Sharp
B.B.A., University o'f Texas, Austin
John Francis Simpson, Jr.
8.A., University of the South
Richard Alan Sinzinger
A.B., Baldwin-Wallace College
M.A., Chse-Western Reserve University
Ph.D., Case-Western Reserve. University
Bryan Francis Smith, Jr.
8.A., Yale Univensity
George Andrews Smith
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
William Lafayete Smith, Jr.






B.,S., Southern Methodist University
Jack Ross Stern
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Glynn Wayne Stewart
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Scott Alan Stewart
B.S., Southern Methodist University
Stephan Lee Strange
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Gary Wayne Taraba
8.A., Texas A' & M University
Timothy Patrick Tehan
B.A., University of Notre Dame
Cecilia Anne Thomas
B.A., University of Dallas
William David Tidholm
B.A., University of Oklahoma
Charla Jean Hindley Tindall




John Oliver Tyler, Jr.
B.A., Texas A & M University
Richard John VanderWoude
B.B.A., Struthern Methodist University
Eloise V. Vellucci
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Christopher William Venters
B.S., University of Oklahoma
1 Also recipient of degree of Masten of Business Administration
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William Kim Wade
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Thomas Michael Wall





B.B.A., Sbuthern Methodist University
Leslie Frank Weisbrod
B.A., Claremont Men's College
Lawrence McDonald Wells
B.A., Southern Methodist Unive.rsity
Mark Steven Werbner
8,A., University of Texas, Austin
Jan Michele Williams
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Rhett Dean Wolff
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Eddy Roy Reyes-Tones
J.D., Universidad C'entral De Venezuela





B.A., Southern Methodist University
M.R.P., University o,f North Carolina
Charles Russell Yarbrough, II
B.A., Oklahoma Baptist University
George Malone Yarbrough, Jr..










B.A., Texas Christian University
Gabriel Ramon Villavicencio
J.D., Universidad Santa Maria Caracas,
Venezuela
Diego Bustillos






LL.B., National Chengchi University,
Republic of China
Victorio Mario A. Dimagiba
A.8., University of the Philippines
LL.B., University of the Philippines
Tsay-Chuan Hsieh
LL.B., National Taiwan University
Republic of China
Cornelius Mnyeti JosephLL.B., Unive,rsity of Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania
Yasuo Kaiho
LL.B., Waseda University, Japan
LL.M., Waseda University, Japan
May 2L,1978
c. Degree of Master of Laws
August, 1977
Shinichi Kamozaki
LL.B., Hokkaido, Univresity, Japan
Toyokazu Kawaguchi
LL.B., Keio University, Japan
Hideki Kojima
J.D., Waseda University, Japan
Tai-Lun Lee
LL.B., National Taiwan University
LL.M., National Taiwan University
Republic o.f China
Auslar Lopez-Villegas
J.D., Universidad Central de Venezuela
Maria Isabel Plata
J.D., Colegio Mayor de Nuestra
Senora del Rosario, Cblombia
Kaspar Schlaepfer
License in Law, University of Zurich
Doctor in Law, University of Zurich
Ernst Gustaaf Tehuteru
Sarjana Hukum, Universitas Indonesia
Jamileh Zendehnam





B.S.B.A., University of Arkansas
J.D., University of Arkansa,s
Ervin Adril Riddle
B.A., College of Great Falls




B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
M.B.A., Sbuth,ern Methodist University
J.D., Southe,rn Methodist University




' 8.A., University of Houston
J.D., Southern Methodist University
Marshal Wayne Dooley
B.B.A., North Texas State University
J.D., University of Texas
Alexander William Kent
8.A., Flo,rida Atlantic University
J.D., University of Arkansas
Peter Williarn McDonald
B.,S., University of Alabama
J.D., University of Texas
LL.M., University of Texas
Marvin Bennett Speed
B.A., University of MississiPPi
J.D.. University of Mississippi
Herbelt Holden Thonlas
8.A., University of North Carolina
J.D., UniversitY of Alabama
May 21, 1978
Andrew Clyde Aldridge
B.A., University of Kansas
J.D., University of Oklahoma
David Wilson Brandt
El.A., University of Arkansas
J.D., University of Arkansas
Douglas Cody Caldwell
8.S., Northeast Lo,u'isiana University
J.D., Louisiana State University
David Rollins Cassidy
8.A., Louisiana State UniversitY
J.D., Louisiana State UniversitY
Nazeer Ahmed Cassim
B. Proc., University of Durban-Westville,
Republic of South Africa
Ronald Mark Gaswirth
B.A., University of Houston
J.D., University of Houston
Frank C. Hider, Jr.
8.A., Vanderbilt UniversitY
J.D., Indiana University
James Arvil Hogue, Sr.
B.S., University of Tulsa
J.D., Loyola University
Barbara Anne Jones
B.A., Univer3ity of Texas, Austin
J.D., St. Mary's UniversitY
Norman E. Maryan, Jr.
A.8., Canisius College
J.D., St. MarY's University
Phillin Wavne McCrurv
eA., Uiiversity of Tixas, Austin
J.D., University of 'fexas
Ronald H. Pursell
B.S., Belmont College
J.D., Memphis State School of Law
Clarke Lewis Randall
A.B., Indiana UniversitY
J.D., University of Oklahoma
Marshall Robert Roofner
B.B.A., UniversitY of Michigan
M.B.A., UniversitY of Michigan




d. Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
Decembe\ 1977
Stanley Burton Rosenfield
B.S., UniversitY of lUinnesota
LL.B., University of Minnesota
LL.M., Southern Miethodist University




'B.A., Urrirr"rsity of Texas, Austin
J.D., Universitv of Texas
LL,M., Northweslern University
Thesis: C'riminal Defense 'Sourcebook and
Assignments in C?iminal Trial
.A,dvocacy








Ferris F ranklin Akins, jr.
Gay Gayle Cox












James Hamilton MoodY, III
Kelly jack Coghlan
Omar Paul Corley, Jr.
Brian Monis Lidji
. Gary D. Elliston t
c. The Order of the Coif
Terri Jean Lacy
Brian Monis Lidii








d. The Orcler of the Barristers
Barbara Jean Houser
5. Student Actioi.ti,es and Organi,zati'ons
a. Student Bar Associ,ation
Presi,dent David M. Pritchard
Vice President Gwen M. Eisenstein
Secretary Allen W. Kimbrough
Treasurer Daniel A. Dell'Osa
LSD/ABA Reppresontati,tse D. Paul Dalton
First-Year Represontatioe Robert N. Godfrey
Adolph J. Orkin
Kaye Summers
Seconcl-Year Representati'oe J. Bruce Bngg
Carol A. KemP
John W. Rubottom
Third-Years Representatirse Janice E. Carpi
Todd A. Hunter
51.
George M. Yarbrough, Jr'















Le adi,ng Arti,cles Editors




























































e. The Legal Clinic
Fall 1977
Spring 1978
f . Afutocates of Lawyers lnn
W. Lanier Thomas


















J. Hamilton Moody, III
Fall 1977 Brian M. Lidji
























































( two teams )
J. Mitchell Bell Mary Emma Ackels
Mark C. Enoch Martin L. CamP










k. Delta Theta Phi Lau; Fraternity
Dean Todd A. Hunter
Vice Dean Odile M. Zientek
Tribune Jodee C. Sparkman
Clerk of the Excheque Constance C. Milts
Baili,ff Logan L. Loomis
Master of the Rolls Donna K. Ralli
Master of the Ritual Janet M. Douvas


























n. SMU Lato Partners CIub
President Mrs. Randy S. Brooks
First Vice-Presi,dent Mrs. Marc S. Culp
Second Vice-President Mrs. G. David Ringer
Corrasponding Secretary Mrs. Allen W. Kimbrough
Recording Secretary Mrs. James E. Haas
Treasurer Mrs. Roger C. Bolin
Hi,storian Mrs. Sammie L. Mofiett
Public Relations Mrs. John C. Cox





F all Proiect ChairPersons






Mrs. Timothy F. Gavin
Mrs. David C. Mattka
Mrs. Gregg A. Gingrich
Mrs. Michael L. Kreager
Mrs. Thomas P. Randt
Mrs. Michael S. Wdlsh
Mrs. Ward T. Eastman
Mrs. Joseph M. Erwin
Mrs. Thomas A. Martin
Mrs. Thomas R. Tunnell
Appendi,x B
Faculty Bibliography and Activities, L977-78
Bi,bli,ograPhY
Anderson, Roy Ryden: Fai,lure of Essential Purpose and Essential Failure o'n Put-
potu, A llook at Section'2-7lg of-the Uniform_Commerci.al Code,31 Sw.
L.l. 75g (Ig77); Interview,_ D-ailas Morning News, re-garding legislation
requiring ':lalman's language" for consumer contractq 1977'
Bromberg, Alan R.: coing Prioate; The Rol.e of Federal and state Lau in Internal- - - C-irpiiate Afiairs;'Thn Split Between'the Supreme Court and the SEC,
in uxrv. Or cer.rro*Nto src.rRrTrEs Rpcur,trroN Iusttruru Pnuuneu
Merrnrer-s 1 ( 1978 ); The Creening of santa Fe-SEC Proposa.l,s .on^Going
prioate ancl lsiuer Tender Offers; C'onirast uith Supiem,e Uourt, in Souru-
wESTERN Lncel Fouun.rrror.r Syvposrurra oN SBcunrrrrs Rncur-efioN
MerEnrels B-1-B-29; TBx. RBv. crv. Ster. ANN, art. 581-33, Comment
(Vernon Sopp. 1978); Trial Brief for Counterdefendants, Goodwin v.






carnpfteld, Regis w.: Post'76 Income Tax planning for Trusts, in 2 Nornn DaunEsr. Pr,eN. INsr. 7Bg-857 (197s) (with fu. carr Ferquson): pl.annin'
Suggestions for the Migrant Client in Texas, in 5 Trxes For.ottv Law aNB
CovrnauNrry Pnoprnry J-l thru J-20I (J. McKnight, ed. 1g7B); The
castlebemy and, wyly Decisions, in sourswns,rpnJ Lncar, FounoarroN
Iwsr. ou wrr-r-s aNn Pnosare 141-186 (1978); Estate planning for the
Migrant client, in srarn Ban or Texas, AuNuar- Aovaxcnp Esrair pr,ahr-
NrNG AND Pnosern counsn P-I thru P-163 ( 1g7B); Edftor,2 Nornn Daun
Esr. Pr-ex. INsr.-(lg78) pp.926; Cases and Materials on Estate Planning
( unpublished ) ( 1977 ).
carl, Beverly M.: IxrBnNerroNer, EcoNorrarc DnvBr-opurNr Lew: Tnrarrns,
LncrsrerroN AND Merrnrar-s I pp. 050 (lg7z)1 INrnnNa:rroNar- Eco-
NOMrC DEvrr-oplrnNr Lew: Tnnerros, Lncrsr.arroN AND Marrnrar,s II
pp. 800 (1978); Conrpenarrvr Pnrvarn INrnnNarroNer- Lew: Cesas
eNn MerrnrAr-s pp. 75o (L978); srsrrnre,s Junrrrces rBr- "courraoN Lew"(1978); Latin American Latos Affecting Coastal Zones, 10 Lew. Ar'r. 51-
86 ( 1978); Venezuela and the Andnan-Common Market, T DnN. J. INr'r_.Law eNr Por,'y f51-96 (1978) (with L. fohnson); Lu Cornpetenza
Ciurisdizionale nel Diritto e Nell'esperienza' Giurisprudenziale Statuni-
fensi, Rrvrsre TnrnarsrRALE or Drnrrro n Pnocnnun.q. Crv. No. 2, pp.
1-I7 ( 1978 ) (yith Men.gozzi); lnteinational Lau: Section Repor:t, - 4I
TB_x. Ben J. 608 (1978); Aooiding Pitfalls Where Texas Di''otce In-
ooloes Foreign Spouses, 77 Srerr Ban or Tnxas, Fenrrr.y Lew Nrws-
rErrER No. 4 p, 22 (1977); repri.nted in. Srerr Ben or Trxes, Iu_
TERNATToNAT- Lew sBcrroN Nnwslnrrnn (1978) ; cornm,ents, changing
the Rules: International Law and Detseloping countries: the A,B.A. \i'orki
shops of 1977, 12INr'r,. Law,2O5 281 (f978); Book review [Kensr eNn
RosnNn, Lew aNn Drvnr,oprra'x:r rN L^r*.r Aunnrce ( lg75)], SZ Sw. L.J.
707 (1978); chairmnnis Report, Srern Ban or 'lrxas, INrnnNarroNel
Lew SBcrroN Nrwsr-ur:rnn (1978).
cogan,.N-eil H.:-cases and Questions on N,Iedia Access to the courtroom (1977)
(National Conference of State Trial Judges; Academi,c Fresdom and. Ten-
ure: Phillips countg community coilege (Arkansas),64 AAUP Bur,r. g3
( 1e7B ).
cook, loseph G.: coNsTrrurroNAr, Rrcrrrs oF THE Accusrn: pnnrnr.rr- Rrcurs
(S"pp. 1972); Tnrer, Rrcnrs (1974); pos'Tnrar- Rrcnrs (Lg76); L977
crpns & BrnNsrnrN, cnrurNar, Drrnr.rsp Tncnxrguns (supp. 1g7s); crimi-
nal Larn in Tennessee in 1g76-19TT-A critical surcea,4d |fu**. L. R"u.
L (re77).
Dorsaneo, william v. III: creditors Rights, Annual suroey of rexas Larn, J2 sw.
\J.Z+1 (1978); Jurisdiction Ooer the Person and Sercice.of Process, insrerr Ban or T'rxes, AovaNcnp crvrr, Tnrer, Pna.crrcr Marnnrer-s (1g78);
Trxas LrrrcarroN Gurnn (1978) (volumes 5-8, volumes 7 and B with pro-
fessor Winship); Texas Ctail Litigation, in Tnxa.s Penar,ncar, INsrsrurr
( 1e7B ).
I'lnrory, Meacle: Prinate ntlings: what may practitionars axpcat from the new
procedure?, 47 I. or Tax.rrroN 322 (1977).
Finkin, Matthew W.: The Usefulness of AAUP Policy Statements,5g Enuc. Rnc.
), reprinted in 64 AAIJP Bur,r. 5 ( 1g7B );







merle, Hansen, Schultz, ancl Stein-er); Brief' Anricus 
Curiae for the Ameri-
can Associatio";;'il;i";t;y"P;;i;"o'i' co'uy o' Board of 
Education Nos'
17-1297 & 77-1298 (10th Cir' igZ8j' !lpp"A.pendine); Brief 
Amicus
curiae for the A'rerican AssociatiJrr"Jr riii""trity ProfJssors, 
Krotkoff u'
Goucher College, No. 77-2395 (;;h Clt.-igZA) 
(ap-peat pending); Brief
Amicus curial ior the n*".i"^n 
'erro"iotiott' oi ^Ijttiveisitv Professors'
NLRB ts. yeshioa IJnioersi,ty Nt.'7iliSt iZa Ci" 1978); b1ie.{ Amicus
curiae for the American Association'ol-uniu"rrity_Profesdors, 
Taliaferro o'
wiuett N". 7i_;;; aiil -t. 1e7B) (appeal pending).
Flittie, William J.: Summers, Trlr Lew op Orr- auo 
Ges (Suun' 1978): Judicial'
Notice in the Trial of Complex Ciurilru Sherman ALi Sectlon 7 Per 
Se
as ATestingirii"al,3t s;' L'J' 819 (1977)'
Galvin, Charles O.t Wills and' Trusts', Annual Suroey 
o-f \exas 
Lao' 32 Sw' L'J'
15 ( 1e7B) , c';;;:;";;";aVi;U|"is on Econirni'c cooneration in 
an tnter'
national Communitq, Jouinal of tfr""fifift Lawasia Co'f"'"""", 
Seoul, Korea
(tg7') , f*"fi"i"h'"ii'Ti*etip"atior, UNrvERsrry on SournrnN 
Cer-r-
FoRNTA TnrnrrErn ANNuer- l*r"t""ir-"" Fror*or TexerroN 853 
( 1978);
cases, Rulings and. correctnu tigitktion, Texas societv of 
cPA's, Estate
planning r"riit"l" t lgtt), Ertot"'2'ii"Clii iiiiit"',1*it"' Bar Association
( 1g7B ); ro*'Tiluilurr, 
'so.rth*"ri"rn L"eul Foundation conference on
Executive Compensation ( 1978 );'ii" inZl,";"ot ,Co*ections Bill of 1978
(H. R. 6715i,'ti'i;ri"cl'"i"r"*" o" t"*"tion ( 1978) ; Drugs' Medicine
and, the Law, sentinar on H"r"u1, bxperimentation, 
IJniversitv of Texas




Kennedy, John E.: Clnss Actions' 38 Moonr's Frpnn'lr- 
Pnacrrcr $ 23 (1978)
(i"i'itio" with J' w' Moore) 
spouses,Family Law
McKnight, Joseph W; Communi'lA,Debts and Liability of
Section, Dallas Bar Associatior,, pp."i6' igll)i otottion of Marital Prop-
ertg on otririu, iiArveNcno FJ#";;;; C"i,*t 1977 s-i-s-ii, S-1-S-52
(state 8", ;i?;;;"i;i;; ii,"-waf "I Moy.ts, 7800 of Antonio 
cit
ybarbo (1729-1809/, B Er- co-n"o*ouro |-tz (tgll); Trends and Proiec-
tions Affecti.ig Dil;orce practice, in Mennrecr Drssor-urroN 
rN Tnxls rn-l-
m-ii, M-t-M-ig ( Stot" Bar of T;;";^ig??j ;-Si*u .Obseroations 
on Mixed
st4stems "f ii*,-22 Jun._l"y:"lit-ea 
(L'977);The snanish Element i'n
Mod.ern Texas Law pp. L2 (Te*as Staie Hiitorical hssociation 
1978);
TrxesFevrrr-yLnweNpCorurr,ruNrrvPnonrnrv.pP.4T.s-(J.McKnight,ed.
1g7B ); Matrimonial property !"qnl;u'rl thrwgh sp6nses' 
Business Actitsities,
in Trx.c.s Fern'r-y Lew axn c";r;;;; po?*it" I-1-I-29 (J' McKnight
ed. 1978) ,iilii"t iropiity epi, ngg:u^eyer:^Dit:ision af Marital Ptoperty
on Dit:orce, 7977 (Texas repgi's,li; g*{ of T"*^r 1978); Family 
Law:
Husband' "^i"wt'","inn"oi'si":i'l 
i*t r'au' 32 Sw' L'J' 109-40
(1978); T"i*'"uis AND Drnrs pJ^oiNc Drvoncr np' 13 (Staie Bar 
of
Texas, Family Law Sectio' rgz3); bil,ii'lr"_of Maritil'Propertr',t 
on Dioorce
since Eggeiuyur, in _Grxrnar-Pon.tt.t 
upperr-197g h-i-flii, F-r-F-66
(state B? of 
-Texas 1978)' 
. t A..:^t- /1^^+^ia l.,es
Morris, charles J.t TIw Deterrenl Eff-act of Quick, 
ce'rtoin''and' strong Remed
for Unfair t"[o, Practi'ces t"a"i, ,ii i:Mii, H"a'i''g' on H.R. 
8410,
Labor Reform Act of 1977, Part 2, subcommittee on Libor 
Management
Relations, C;;tta; o' fi,r"ution'onJ Labor, U,S' House of Representa-
tivesB4g-872(1977),repri'nted'inlNnusrnrAr'ANDLesonRBr-erroNs
REponr 16-20 (Spring, Ig77),"fr,"i;";;";i on_the Role of 
the NLRB and
the Courts in the Bargaini'ng Pr;;l';;:';";'J'tn-root' at ionoentional 
Wis-
t8
dom and rLnconoentional Remedies, in DsvBr-oprNc La.non Law 3-2g(ABA 1977); An Outsider's Affectionate Vierp of Labor Trend,s ln Coioio
-A Comparison of Deoelopments on Both Sldes of the Border, i" fHo
Drnncrroru or Lesoun Por-rcv rN caNere B2-l0B (McGill rg77); chapter
6, Public Employee Bargaining in Texas, in scop' o' punrrc-sr"iou
BancerNrNc 117-150 (Lexington Books Ig77).
Morris,J. scott: Rrer- Esrerr Tex Pr-.c.NNrNc (Little, Brown & co, rg77); THn
Ror-r- or EenNrmcs eNp Pnonrrs rN Conponern DrsrnrBUTroNS, Tax Inpas
(Prentice-Hall 1978 ).
Pelham, Thomas C.: _Regulating Deoeloprnents of Regional Impact: Floriila and.
the Model Cod.e, Zg U. Fr,e. L. Rrv. 7Bg (19771.
Reed, Roark M.: Wellale Fraud: "The Tip of the lceberg," 3 Nerl J. Cnrrrr.Dnr. 163 (1977); W.elfary Fraud-: "The TiTt of the tceberg" (ipdnted),
8 curra. L, Rn-v.683 (1978); Grading clinical work at sMU Law'school,
Proceedings of National Conference on Programmatic Uses of Experimentai
Learning in Professional Education, in Dallas, Texas (May 24-26, lg78 ).
shuman, Daniel w.: Arizona's Mental Health seroices Act: An ooensieu and an
Analysis of Proposed Amendm.enfs, 19 Anrz. L. Rnv. 313 ( l97s) (with
David Wexler and Kenney Hegland).
solender, Ellen K.: Family Lau: Parent and chltd, Annual sunsey of rexas Laus,
32 Sw. L'l. L4I (1978); Materials on Commercial Speech for First Amend-
ment Seminar.
Steele, Walter W., Jr.: Lawyeri.ng Skilk: A Critique, 13 Tnrar- Zg (1977), re-
printed in ABA-GLE Rrvrnw, vol. 9, Feb. 24, lgTB; substantioe criminal
Lann, Annual Sunseg of Texas Latn, 32 Sw. L.J. 427 (Ig7B).
Streng, william P.: IurBnNerroNar. BusrNsss TneNsacrroNs-Tex AND Lrcar-
Hernoor pp. 699 (Prentice-Hall lg78); "small Business Tax simplifica-
tion,". prgpared for Arnerican Law Institute conference on T'ax simplifica-
tion ( 1978 ); -Teaching Materials for Problems of Doing Business Abroad(L977); Teaching Materials for Estate Planning (1977)."
Taubenfeld, Howard !,, winQ Energy: Legal lssues and Legal Barriers, 3l sw.
L.J. 1053 (1977) (with Dr. Rita Falk Taubenfeld).
Thonrai.4..l.aJ:'1, Conflict of Lau;s, Annual Suroey of Texas Lau, 32 Sw. L.J.
345 (1e78).
Treitel, Guenter H.: l currry oN coNrnecrs chs.2,3, 18, & 27 (24th ed. tg77);
2 CHrrry ox CoNrne,crs ch. B ( 24th ed. 1g77 ).
Walkowiak, Vincent S.: lnnocent Iniurq and Loss Distribution: The Flsrifla Pure
Comparathse Negligence System, 5 Fre. Sr. L. RBv. 66 ( Ig77); Trial
Tactics ( 1978 )^( litigation problenis and_ commentary ); Compensation Sys-
tems (1978);^ Speech, Inadequacy of the Trial Bar, A rejponse, Who's
ggiqg^lo^pa)'for the pon1,?, Internationnl Acadcmy of Trial Lhwycrs (Junc
17, rgTg).
wingo, Harvey: LreprNc coNsrrrurroNar- casns oN THE Fnprne.r- Svsrrrr.r ( sMU
Law School 1978); Lna.nrNc coNsururroNel casBs oN sunsrexrrvr
Rrcnrs oF THE lNprvrouar pts. I, II, & III (SMU Law School I9TB) (ptr.
IV-VII in progress ).
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Winship, Peter: Business Entities, vols.7 & B Tnxas LrrrclrroN Gurnn (1978)
(with Professor Dorsaneo); The "True" Consignment Under the Uniform
Comm.erci.al Code, and. Related Peccadilloes, reprinted in 2 Conponeru
CouNsrr-'s Axuuer--1977 BB5-920 ( 1977) ; Cornmerci.al' Transacti.ons, An-
ru.ral Sun:ey of Texas Latn, 32 Sw. L.J. IB1 ( 1978) ; lurisprudence and the
Uniform Comm,ercial Code: A "Commote," 3L Sw. L.J. 843 ( 1977); A
Realisti,c Proposal to Return Legal Education to the "American WaU,"
3 S.W. 2p L. RBv. 76 ( 1978); Book Review [M. Honfurtz, Tlrn Tne.Nsron-
MArroN or Anannrc,tl Lew, 1780-1860 (f977)1, 31 Sw. L.J.75L (L977).
Actioiti'es
Anderson, Roy Ryden Member: Texas Bar Association; Association of American
Law Schools Committee on Commercial Contract and Related Consumer Law;
SMU School of Law Executive Committee; SMU School of Law Library Com-
mittee;
Faculty Advisor: SMU School of Law Moot Court Board;
Faculty Sponsor: SMU School of Law Inter-School Moot Court Competition;
Phi Delta Phi Legal Fraternity.
Bromberg, Alan R. Member: Committee on Commodities Regulation (and,Sub-
committee on Remedies and Enforcement), Committee on Federal Regulation
of Securities (and Subcommittees on Rule l0b-5, on Litigation, and on Proxy
Solicitations and Tender Offers), and Committee on Partnerships and Unin-
corporated Business Associations of the American Bar Association; Ame,rican
Law Institute; Matthew Bender & Co., Educational Publications Advisory
Board; Life Member of the Dallas Theater Center Board of Directors;
Advisory Board: Journal of Corporate Law; University of California Securi-
ties Reguiation Institute Executive Committee; Legal Education Institute; Re-
view of Securities Regulation;
Board of Advisory Editors: Securities Regulation Law Journal;
SMU Law School Library Committee;
Institute Planning Committee: Southwestern Legal Foundation (Securities
Regulation, Corporate and Tax Aspects of Securities Transactions );
eommittee on Securities and Investment Banking, Committee on Corporate
Law Revision, and Committee on Partnership of the State Bar of Texas;
Trustee and Vice-President: Dallas Theater Center Endowment Fund, Inc';
Lecturer: University of California Securities Regulation Institute (San
Diego); Southwestern'Legal Foundation (Dallas); Univ. of Miami Law and
Economics Center;
Of Counsel: Jenkens & Gilchrist.
Campffeld, Regis W. Special Advisor, Meeting Chairman, and Panelist, ALI-ABA
Advanced Estate and Business Tax Planning, Phoenix, -Ariz,, ]anuary 28'29,
1978;
Lecturer: Southern Methodist University Fifth Seminar on Texas Family Law
and Community Property, Dallas, March 30-31, 1978; Southwestern Leg.rl
Foundation Insiltute on Wills and Probate, Dallas, Texas, Apfil 27-28, 1978;
Texas St. Bar Second Annual Advanced Estate Planning and Probate Course,
Dallas, 'I'exas, June 5-9, I9'/8;
Chairman: Southern Methodist University Law School, Continuing Legal
Education Committee; Annual Notre Dame Estate Planning Institute, Notre
Dame, Ind., September 15-16,1977;
Member: Su6committee on Estate and Gift Tax Reform, Estate and Gift Tax
Committee, Section of Taxation, American Bar Association; Committee on Estate
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and Gift Taxation, Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law, American
Bar Association;
Academic Fellow: American College of Probate Counsel;
Law school Inspection Team: western New England college of Law, spring-
ffeld, Mass.;
Professional Afiliations: State Bar of Texas; Dallas Bar Association; American
Bar Association; virginia state Bar; Indiana Bar; ohio Bar; cleveland, ohio Bar
Association;
Participant: Annual Meeting, Association of American Law Schools, Atlanta,
G-eorgia, D_-ecember 27-30, 1977; Annual Meeting American Bar Association,
Chicago, Ill., August 3-10, 1977; Mid-Year Meeting, Estate and Gift Tax Com-
mittee, Section of Taxation, American Bar Association, Phoenix, Arizona, January
26-27, 1978; Mid-Year Meeting, American college of Probate counsei, palm
Springs, Cal., March 74, L978.'
Carl, Beverly M. Member: American Bar Association; council, Inter-American
Society of Private International Law (Montevideo); Executive Council and
Working Group on Private International Law, Section of Inter-American Law
and Panel on Law and Social C_ha1ge in Latin America, American Society of
International Law; section of conflicts of Law and section of Foreign'Ex-
changes of-Students and Professors, American Association of Law S"chools;
State Bar of Texas, State Bar of Virginia, Dallas International Law Association;
sMU Faculty senate; Fringe Benefits committee; sMU Law school Graduate
Committee and SMU Law Library Committee;
chairman: section of International Law, staie Bar of Texas; SMU Law Li-
brary Committee;
Vice Chairman: Section of International Law, American Bar Association
(Comparative Law Division);
Coordinator: Project on Technology Transfer Laws in Latin America, Latin
American Committee, American Bar Association;
Lecturer: "El Derecho Internacional en los EE.uu." Law school of the Na-
tional university of venezuela, caracas, venezuela, July 21, lgTB; "El Derechocomun" (10 hours in Spanish),^comparative Law lrrJtituie sponsored by Na-
tional university of ve,nezuela, caracis, January r7-zl, Igz8;"'Drafting inter-
national Contracts, Including an Overview of the Uniform Commercial"Code,"
to;ttorneys from six venezuelan oil companies ( Llanoven, Lagoven, Maraverr,
CPV, former,l.y_Mobil, Texaco, Shell, etc.)l Caracas, July L7-ZL,"lg7B;
. sp9ukql,.._'N9* Developm^ents Affecting Investing and Licensing in LatinAmerica," "Institute of ttre section of Int"ernational"Law, state Bai of Texas
(Oct. 1978 ); "Techniques f.9r Coping with Inflation and Increasing Investment-
The Brazilian Experiments," Dallas International Association of flinancial Plan-
ners ( 1978);
^Drelegate: 
Arnerican Bar Association representatives visiting People's Republic
of China, 1978;
Hearing Officer: City of Dallas, lune 22, Lg77;
, Fulb_right Awald to teach at School of Law, university of padjadjaran, Ban-
dung, Indonesia, Spring L979;
_ Expert witness testifying on the uniform Foreign Country Money Judgments
Recognition Act and on the Texas Arbitration Statute before .the Board of
Governors, State Bar of 'l'exas, June 28, J.978;
Faculty Adviser: SMU Student International Law Society.
Cogan, Neil H. Member: Cornmunity-American Academic Association for Peace
in the Middle East (organizer of sMU chapter); American Jewish congress(member of the Board of Directors of the Dillas Chapter; committee on iegal
6L
services for the elderly); American Jewish Committee (ad hoc committee on
Attorrr"y General standing); CopT;qty.Relations Council (member of the
Task Force on Israel; member of the Task Force on Soviet Jewry; participant
in the Executive Comrnittee); Dallas Legal Services Foundation, Inc. (member
of t6" Board of Directors ) ; Jewish Welfaie Federation of Greater Dallas ( mem-
ber of the Steering Commiltee of New Dimensionsl nominee to the Board of
Directors of the lYederation ); Texas Committee on the Humanities ( resource
person); Law School-Library Committee; University-AH--Univerity.Judiciary
tlouncii'(rnember of Level III'Boarcl; nominee as Chair of the Council); College
Council;
Lecturer: American Jewish Congless meeting of the -Dallas Chapter, the
issues in the Bakke cas-e, February"Il, 1978; jewish Welfare Federation and
Tewish Community Center seminai on current issues, the impact of the Bakke
L"r" on the Jewish community, February 21, L97B; Fort Worth Jewish^com-
munity Cent6r Open Mind meeting, the rights of nazis to march in Skokie,
Illinoii, April 13,igZS; KERA Texis Politic;, the limitations (or lack thereof)
imposed by federalism upon local government spending, May lB-, 1979i
boutselr Associ{ttion oS Wo^en Law Students rt. Wynne-'b Jaffe, No' CA3-
76-0638 (N.D. Tex.); Association of women Lau stu.dents rs. ThomTtson,
Kni.ght, simmons {r Bullion, No. CA3-76-L407 (N.D. Tex.): EEOC o. Stras-
bur"ger, Price, Kelton, Martin lr (Jnis, No. CA3-76-I5BB (N.D. Tex.). (alleging
that"law ffrms violated Title VII in hiring practices); Consor o, Occidental Lile
Ins. Co. of Cal., No. CA-3 76-237-F (N.D. Texl) (alleging that insurance
Company 'niol"t"d Title VII in hiring practices); United States o. Rfe, No.
Cn-i-ZO1-Ots (N.D. Tex.) -(raising "o"nsiit,.rtional 
and statutory issues regar.ding
rights of rp""dy trial, confiontatiJn, cross-examination, and counsel );-Oth"rr American Civil Liberties Union SMU Chapter (sponsor) Humatt
Rights Journal (faculty editor and sponsor) Tewish Students-Association (tpoT-
roi)r T"* Chriitie foi Senator carirpaign (member of ad hoc committee );
frrf"riiri Frost for Representative campiign (poJl watcher) School of Law swim-
ming and softball teams ( coach, I win, 1 loss ).
cook, Joseph c. Reporter: speedy Trial Planning Group, u. s. District court,
E. D. Tennessee;
Chairman: Brief Evaluation Comnittee, Region VII National Moot Court
Competition;
Aiard: DSR-TKA Forensic Honorary Distinguished Alumni Award.
Dorsaneo, William V., III. Member: SMU School of Law Continuing Legal
Education Committee; SMU School of Law Admissions Committee; Committee
on the Administration of Justice, State Bar of Texas, Dallas Bar Association;
Faculty Advisor: Southwestern Law Journal;
SpeakJr: "Jurisdiction and Service o? Pto""s Advanced Civil Trial Practice
Prolram," State Bar of Texas (Feb. 14, 1978 Houston)^(Feb. 2I, lgTB Dallas
reu] za, 1978 San Antonio); Texas Civil Litigation-selected_Jopi91, Texas
Paralegai Institute Program (Dallas arrd _Houston Programs, 1978 ); "Creclitors
Rights,"" Southwestern iu* Journal Third Annual Synposium, Survey of Texas
Law ( April 27-28, 1978 ).
Emory, Meacle. Eclitor: Private letter rulings column, Jouural u[ Tttxittiuu;
Menber: American Law Institute;
speaker: ALI-ABA Conference on Tax simpliffcation, Airlie House, warren-
ton, Virginia;











Finkin, Matthew w. visiting Professor of Law, Duke Law school, Spring se_
rnester, 1978;
General Counsel: American Association of University Professors, Washington,
D.C. (term expired June, lg78);
^ Speaker: "Arbitration in Higher Education," Labor Relations and Equal
9,pp"ltyllp in Higher Educ-ation,_ Practising Law Institute, Decemb.r, tdiT;"Legal Differences Between the Public and Piivate Sectors in Faculty Collective
Bargaining,' Sixth Annual Conference of the National Center f6r the Study of
Collective Bargaining in Higher Education, April, lgTB;
Chairman: Special Committee on Age Disciimination and Retirement of the
American Association of University Professors;
{rgued: Drans o. Prorsidence college, gS3 A.2d 1033 (R.I. 1978 ); DiLorcnzo
o. Carey,-405 N.Y.S.2d 356 (App. Dfu. 4th Dept., t97B);
counsel for Appellants,- Dil)olrenzo o. care],'Farreli o. carey (New york
Court of Appeals) -( appeal noticed ) ;
consultant: The council on Postseco-ndary Accreditation, washington, D.c.
Member: sMU Law school curriculum committee; sMU chapLr AAUP
Comrnittee A (Chairman).
Flittie, William l. Member: Chairman, Curriculum Con'rittee;
Te_xas Member; Interstate Oil Compact Legal Conmittee;
Editor: OiI and, Cas Reporter, IgTf -78.
Galvin, Charles O. Member: University Council of Deans; University Academic
Planning council; Executive commiitee, sMU press; Board of Editors, oil
and. Gas Reporter; American Bar Foundation Fellows; Amgrican JudicatureSociety; Texas Bar Foundation Fellows; American Law Institute; "Executive
Committee, Association of American Law Schools; Accreditation Committee,
Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, Section of Taxation,
Section of Individ.ual Rights and Responsibilities, American Bar Association;
Board of Trustees, Lomis & Nettletoln Mortgage Investors, National Boarci
of Trustees, National conference of christiins- and Jews; Board of Trus-
tees, Dallas Historical Society; Executive Committee, Catholic Foundation of
Dallas; Board of Directors, NorthPark National Bank; Board of Trustees, North
Texas Public Television Foundation; Board of Directors, Medicine in the Pub-
lic Interest; Board of Advis-ors, St. Paul Hospital; Texas Philosophical Society;
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants; Dallas Chafter, Texas So-
ciety of Certiffed Public Accountants; Chairman, Task Force for-Law and pub-
lic Administration Magnet school, Dallas Independent school District;
co-chairman: American Law Institute, conference on Tax Reform Act of
1976 ( Reston, Virginia, Fall 1977 );
Participant: The American Law Institute-Ameriian Bar Association Confer-
ence on Federal rncome Tax simplification ( Airlie House, virginia, Jan. 1g7B );
Crirninal Justice Seminar, the Uniiersity Park United Methodis-t Chuich ( Spring
leTB )
Kennedy, Jg]t Ea Member: sMU Law School committee on Graduate Legal
Studies; SMU traculty Athletic Committee; SMU Law School Representative"to
Association of American Law Schools; Accreditation Committee, -Association of
American Law Schools;
Reporter: United States Judicial Conference Committee to Consider Standards
for Admission to Practice in Federal Courts.
Larson, Lennart V. Member: Faculty Senate; University Beneffts Ccrnmittee.
Committee on New Developmentr i" n"ni nrt"tq S-;;h" o., R"ul *"t";tl
Probate and Trust Law and Comnrittee on Pension, Welfare ancl Related Plans
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Labor Law Section of the American Bar Association; Probate and Real Estate
Sections of Dallas Bar Association; Committee on the Uniform Probate Code,
Section on Real Estate, Probate and Trust Law, State Bar of Texas;
Chairman: Law School Committee on Admissions and Financial Assistance;
Board of Trustees of SMU Retirement Plan;
Director: Multistate Probate Administration Project, Texas Study, funded bv
the American Bar Foundation
McKnight, Joseph W. Visiting Professor of T,aw, ga-t"s Collge of T,aw, !!rive-r-
sity of Fiouston, July 7-August 15, 1977 (Second Session), teaching Family
Law;
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs from September 1, 1977;
Chairman: Southern Methodist University Flfth Seminar on Texas Family
Law and Community Property ( Program Coordinator ) ; State Bar of Texas
Committee on Legal Aspecls of Historical Preservation; Texas Old Missions ancl
Forts Restoratiori Assoiiation (President L977-lW9); American Society for
Legal History Committee on Honors;
Director: Family Code Project, State Bar of Texas;
Member: University Advisory Board to the Provost to Septembet I,-1977;
SMU Press Board of Directors; SMU Committee on lJniversity Catalogues;
SMU Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa Committee on Alumni and Honorary Mem-
bers; SMU Faculty Club Memberships Committee; Dallas Bar Association Com-
mittee on New Laws and Constitutional Amendments; Dallas Bar Association
Law Study Committee; Dallas Bar Association Committee on Continuing Legal
Education ( Subcommittees on Family Law; Subcommittee on Commercial
Transactions, UCC and Bankruptcy); Dallas Bar Association Committee on
History and Biography; Dallas County Historical Commission Committee on
Historical Preseriation Legislation; State Bar of Texas Colporation, Business
and Banking Section Committee on Bankruptcy and Reorganization Laws; State
Bar of Texis Committee on History and Traditions of the Bar; Friends of the
Dallas Public Library Board of Directors; San Jacinto Museum of History
Association Board of Trustees; Texas Trial Lawyers Association Committee on
Family Law; Texas Trial Lawyers Association Committee on Publications; Texas
Trial Lawyers Association on Trial Lawyers Foundation; Texas Old Missions
and Forts- Restoration Association Executive Board; Texas Old Missions and
Forts Restoration Association Joint Committee on Project Gateway- (with the
Texas Society of Architects ); Texas Pioneer Arts Foundation Board of Directors;
Texas Histoiical Foundation Committee on Revision of Historical Preservation
Laws of Texas; Arnerican Bar Association Section on Real Property, Probate
and Trust Law Committee on Condominiums and Cooperative Ownership of
Apartments; American Bar Association Section on Real Froperty, Plobale 1nd
Tiust Law Committee on Creditors' Rights; American Bar Association Section
on Family Law Committee on Divorce Law and Procedures (Vice-Chairman
1978-1979);
University Marshal: Opening Convocation, September 4, 1977; Llw School
Hooding Ceremony, May 20, 1978; and Commencement Exercises and the Con-
ferring of Honorary Degrees, May 21, 1978;
Delegate: On behalf of the Law School at American Bar Association Stand-
ins Committee on Education about Communism and International Law Section
o.r'H,r-"r, Rights Law Professor Workshop, Detente: Letser or- Boomerang,
Houston, August 4, L977; On behalf of the State Bar of Texas Committee on
Legal Aspecls of Historical Preservation and Texas Old Missions and Forts
Rejtoratioh Association at Texas Heritage Council, Dallas, September 16-17,
1977; On behalf of the Law School at the Annual Meeting of the American
Society for Legal History, Boston, November 4-5, 1977; On behalf of the Law
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School at sitting of Supreme Court of Texas for Swearing in New Member.s of
the State Bar of Texas, Austin, November 2L, rg77; on behalf of the Lau,
School at sitting of Supreme Court of Texas for Swearing in New Members of
the state Bar of Texas, Austin, February 2L, rgTB; on behalf of the state Bar
of Texas Committee on Legal Aspects of Historical Preservation at Texas His-
torical Preservation Conference, Sin Antonio, April 2B-2g, ISTB;
Advisor: Faculty Advisor to Southuestern Lai Journal on Annual Survev of
Texas Law 1977-78; Legal Advisor, Texas Old Forts and Missions Restoration
Association; Academic Advisor to the State Bar of Texas Family Law Section
Council;
Lecturer: "Community Debts and Liability of Spouses," Dallas Bar Associa-
tion_Family..L3* section, Dallas, -[une 2, tg77; "bivision of Marital property
on Divorce," state Bar of Texas Third Annual workshop of Family Law, San
Antonio, Ju\t ]2, L977; "Trends and Projections Afiect^ing DivorcL practice,"
State Bar of Texas fnstitute on Marriage 'Dissolution in T'exas, Houston, No-
vember 11, 1977; "Law: Its Nature, co-dification and Reform," Dallas chapter
of Tax Executives Institute, Inc., Dallas, December 13, rg77; "Exploring ind
Evaluating Legal Records in Genealogical Research," Dallas ceneilogici'l so-
gi"ty,.. Dallas, February 11, 1978; "The spanish Elements in Modein Texas
Law," Texas state Historical Association, Airstin, March E, r97B; "Matrimonial
Property Acquired through Spouses' Business Activities," Southern Methodist
Univ_ersity Fifth Seminar on Texas Family Law and Community property, Dal-
las, March 30, 1978; "Recent Devel,opments in,Texas Matrimoniai pioperty
Law," southwestern Law Journal's Third Annual Symposium on Recent^ De-
velopments in Texas Law, Dallas, April 27, rgTB; "'ih" Attorney General's
Approach.of Research in Birth and Death Records," Dallas Genealogical So-
ciety, Dallas, April 27, Lg78; "Division of Marital Property on DivorcE," State
Bar of Texas and Bell-Lampasas-Mills Counties Bar Association General Prac-
tice Institute, Laredo, May 13, 1978.
Morris, Charles J. Visiting- Professor of Labor Law, Cornell University School of
Industrial and Labor Relations ahd Law school, academic year rg77-78; ap-
pointed by_ President Carter as Member of Federal Service Impasses Panel,
February 18, 1978;
Lecturer: "The Common Law Development of the Arnerican Collective Bar-
gaining contract," cornell LL.R. Faculty seminar, at Ithaca, New York, octo-
ber, 1977; "The Deterrent Efiect of Quick, certain, and strong Remeclies on
unfair Labor Practices under the LMRA," at I.L.R. croat Awaid conference,
Washington, P.q., November, 1977; "New Forms of Impasse Resolution," atNEA Lawyers' conference, san Diego, Novernber, 1g77;-"Strike Alternatives:
New Forms of Labor Impasse Resoiution," cornell Law Faculty seminar, at
Ithaca, N.Y., December, Ig77; "The Labor Reform Act Pending'in Congress,"
trt joint nreeting of American Institute of Industrial Engineers an-d Internitional
Material Management Society at Big Flats, N.Y., Januiry, 1g7B;
Film: Discussion of "compulsory unionism" in Texas Labor rssues fflm, for.
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, University of Houston, November,
1977.
Morris, J. Scott. Member: State Bar of Texas Sections of Environmental Law'
Reai fistate, Probate, and Trust Law; Taxation;
Fall semester, 1977 Graduate Fellow, university of virginia, Department of
Economics;
Spring Semester, 1978: Visiting Professor, University of Idaho.
Pelhanr, Thomas G. Member: American Bar Association; The Florida Bar; Dal-
las Bar Association; American Society of Planning Officials; International Center
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for Land Policy Studies; Harvard Law School Association; Harvard Law School
Association of Texas;
Speaker: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Roundtable, Cambridge, Mtlss.,
,q,pril, tg78, on "Government Intervention in the Land Market;" Dallas Bar
Aisociation Real Estate Discussion Group, April, 1978, on "The Constitutionality
of Subdivision Exactions;"
Recipient: Outstanding Professor Award, SMU Rofunda, 1978.
Reed, Roark M. Member: Law School Continuing Legal Eclucation Committee
1977-78;
Staff: Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute, Criminal Defense Lawyers Project-
State Bar of Texas and Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Project, Huntsville,
Texas, March 13-17, 1978;
Participant: "National Conference on Programmatic Uses of Experimental
Learning in Professional Education" May 24-26, 1978, Dallas, Texas;
Consultant: Dallas County Criminal Bar Association Committee to evaluate
the feasibility of a Public Defender's office,
Shuman, Daniel W. Member: Library Cotnmittee, SMU Law School (1978-79);
Committee on Rules of Professional Conduct, State Bar of Arizona;
Secretary: Faculty, SMU School of Law (1978-79).
Solender, Ellen K. Member: Law School Curriculum Committee; SMU Com-
mission on the Status of Women; Scribes; The American Society of Writers on
Legal Subjects; Dallas County Campaign Screening Committee; Dallas County
Task Force on Battered Wives;
Vice President: Faculty Senate;
Faculty Advisor: Association of Women Law Students at SMU;
Judge: Texas Trial Lawyers Award; Eldridge, Goggans & Weiss Research
Methods/Legal Writing Award;
Chairman: Fund Solicitation Board, City of Dallas;
Consultant: Award Winning fflm documentary "Who Remembers Mama?"
Speaker: SMU undergraduate sociology classes on "The Law and the Family."
Steele, Walter W., Jt. Member: Law Student Practice Committee, State Bar of
Texas; Texas Boaid of Legal Specialization-Criminal Law Advisory Committee;
Board of Directors, Dallas Bar Association;
Speaker: "Ethics, Code of Professional Respon-sibility," State Bar of Texas
Advanced Criminal Law Course; "Texas Juvenile Justice System," Garland
League of Women Voters; "Our Dilemma," National Conference.of Metropoli-
tan Courts; "Recent Court Decisions and Conditions of Probation," Texas Insti-
tute for Probation Training, Sam Houston State University; "The Right to Die,"
Social Work In-Service Education, Children's Medical Center; "Title III of
the Texas Family Code," Texas Institute for Probation Training_, Sam Houston
State University; "Problems under the Juvenile Code," Harris County- Jqvenile
Probation Department; "Discretionary Transfer under the Tbxas Juvenile_Code,"
Texas Probatlon Association Meeting; "Common Problems in Legal Ethics,"
Amarillo Bar Association;
Videotape Presentation: "Role of the Police in American^S_ociety," w1ilten
and prodriced for Law in a Changing Society, Inc.; "Law of Search and Sei-
,urcl'writtcn nncl produccd for Lon' in I Changing Societl', Inc.
Streng, William P. Member: International Fiscal Association; International Tax
Asslociation of Dallas; American Bar Association, Sections of Taxation, Inter-
national Law, ( Chairman, International Tax Committee ) and Corporation,
Banking and Business Law; Dallas Estate Planning Council; International Law-
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yers Association of Dallas; SMU School of Law Executive Committee, Curric-
ulum Committee;
Advisory Board: Estates, Gifts and Trusts, Tax Management, Inb.;
^ speaker: American Law Institute, conference on Fedeial Income 'i'ax simpli-fication, warrenton, virginia-(1978)_; world Tiade Institute, program on Inter-
national Tax Planning_, world-Trade center, New york city (ig78); Estate
Planning Program, Dallas CPA's;
don, En
: Joint U.S.-U.K. Seminar, International
( 1978 ); expert tax witness for consumer
rate m C'b
of : Haynes & Boone, Dallas, Texas.
Fiscal Association,. Lon-
groups in public utilities
Taubenfeld, Howard J. Member: Commission to study the organization of
Peace; Executive Committee, American Branch, Internaiional Lali Association.
chairman: committee on the Law of the Air and outer space, Americari
Branch, fnternational Law Association; Weather Modiffcation i{dvisory Com-
mittee, Texas Water Development Board;
^ Principal Investigator:__National Science Foundation study Group on theSocietal Implications of Weather Modification Activities;
Consultant; National Center for Atmospheric Research; Scripps Institution
of oceanography; NOAA; special commiss-ion on weather Modihcation.
Thomas, A. J., Jt. Member: Texas Bar Association; American Bar Association;
Inter-American Bar Association; American Society of International Law; Com-
mittee on Self-Eval'tation, Southern Methodist University and Inspection team
of A.B.A. for DePaul University Graduate Law School;
Chairman: Committee on Graduate Legal Studies;
Participant: Columbia University Assembly on Corporate Ethics.
Treitel, Cuenter H. Distinguished Visiting Professor, University of Houston, Fall
L977;
Elected Vinerian Professor of English Law, University of Oxford.
Walkowiak, Vincent S. Member: Illinois Bar Section on Tort and Compensation
Law; American Bar Association section on Litigation; sMU Faculty s6nate;
Secretary: Faculty, SMU School of Law;
Faculty Advisor: SMU Trial Tactics Teams to the National Trial Tactics
Competition; SMU Trial Tactics Club; lournal of Air Lato and Comm,erce;
_ ^Faculty sponsor; Region 6 National Mock Trial competition, January 26-28,r97B;
^ .Co-pgolsor: _(with the Council of- Jewish Women); Dallas IndependentSchool District Justice Seminar, December 2, 7977;
--speakerr International Academy of Trial Lawyers, Regional Meeting, JuneL7, r97g;
Co-Chairmanr American Bar Association Section on Litigation, Subcorn-
mittee on Pending Products Liability Legislation;
ludge: International Academy of Triaf Lawyers Award.
wingo, Harvey. on Sabbatical Leave, Fall 1977, preparing casebook material
in Constitutional Law;
Member: Law School Committee on Admissions and Financial Assistance.
Chairman, Financial Assistance Subcommittee of Law School Committee ori
Admissions and Financial Assistance; Constitutional Law Section, Association
of American Law Schools;
Afffliate member: Tennessee Bar Association;
Participant: American Government Telecourse, being prepaled for educa-
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tional television by Dallas County Community_ College District in coofieration
with 'Tarrant County Junior College, City Colleges of Chicago, and Coastline
Cornmunity College, Fountain Valley, California-Topic: The Constitution as a
Living and Enduring Document.
Winship, Peter. Member: Executive Committee, SMU School of Law; Admis-
sions^ Committee, SMU School of Law; University Siholarships Committee
(Faculty Senate Standing Committee), SMU; ,
Academic Affiliations:-African"Law Association in America, Inc.; Arnerican
Association of University Professors; American Academy of Political and Social
Science; American Foreign Law Association, Inc.; American Friends of The
London School of Economics and Political Science; American Society for Legal
History; American Society of International Law; British Institute of Interna-
tional'and Comparative Law; Harvard Law School Association; Harvard Law
School Association of Texas; Law & Society Association; Selden Society; Society
of American Law Teachers; Yale Law School Association;
Professional Affiliations: American Bar Association; ABA Section of Corpora-
tion, Banking and Business Law; ABA Section of International Law; State Bar
of Texas; State Bar of Texas, Corporatipn, Banking and Business Law Section;
Committee on Uni.form Commercial Code, State Bar of Texas; Dallas Bar Asso-
ciation; Dallas Bar Association, Bankruptcy and Commercial Law Section; Dal-
las International Law Association;
Civic Affiliations: American Civil Liberties Union; Harvard Club of Dallas;
Yale Club of Dallas;
Chairmanl Subcommittee on International Sales Conventions, ABA Section
of International Law; University Scholarships Committee ( Faculty Senate
Standing Committee), SMU; Nominating- Committee, Commercial, Contract
and Relited Consumer Law, Association of American Law Schools;
Vice-President: SMU Chapter, American Association of University Professors;
Secretary: Executive Committee, SMU School of Law;
Judge: State Bar of Texas Award, Section on Corporation, Banking and B-usi-
neis Law (best comment and case note published in an SMU Law journal of
interest to Section members ); Semi-ffnal round, 1978 Russell Baker Moot Court
Competition;
Ldcturer: "Commercial Transactions," Third Annual Symposium of Recent
Developments in Texas Law, Dallas, April27,1978; "Deceptive Trade Practices
Law: An Overview," Dallas, April 20, 1978; "Recent Developments in Warran-
ties under the UCC," Dallas Bar Association Clinic, March 10, 1978;
Summer School: "Basic Commercial Law," University of Texas Law School,
Austin, May-July, 1978; Summer 1978 Trust Program, The Southwestern Grad-
uate School of Banking, SMU;
Participant: Eighth 
-Economics Institute of Law Professors Law and Eco-
nomics ienter, University of Miami School of Law, May 22-June 10, L977-;
Attended: Seminar on Basic Bankruptcy and Proposed Bankruptcy Reform,
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, January 26-27: l97B; Third Reg_ional
Symposium on th-e Structure and Governance of Corporations ALI-ABA, Coro-
tido, Culifornia, January 5-'/, I97B; Annual Meeting, Association of American
Law School, Atlanta, Georgia, Decernber 27-29, 1977; Short Course on Busi-
ness Planrling, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, December I2-I5, 1977;
Faculty Reciuitment Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, December 2-3, L977;
Sevenih Annual Meeting, American Society for Legal History, Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, Novetnber 4-5, L977;
Civic Activities: Delegate, Bth District Convention, Detnocratic Party, May
13, 1978; Schools Committee, Harvard Club of Dallas.
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Appendix C
Law School Cornmittee of the Board of Trustees;
Board of Visitors, and Law Alumni Association Council
L. Law School Commi,ttee of the Board of Trustees
Chairman
Philip Wilson, Jr., Dallas, Texas
William P. Barnes, Dallas, Texas
Bishop Monk Bryan, Lincoln, Nebraska
Jess T. Hay, Dallas, Texas
Ben James, Ruston, Louisiana
The Honorable James L. Noel, Jr., Houston, Texas
W. R. Smith, Houston,'l'exas
George M. Underwood, ]r., Dallas, Tcxas
Ewing Werlein, ]r., Houston, Texas
2. Board of Visi,tors
Arthur Blanchard, Dallas, Texas
Walter W. Brudno, Dallas, Texas
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The Honorable Ronald L. Clower, Garland, Texas
Richard D. Haynes, Dallas, Texas
Jesse B. Heath, Houston, Texas
William C. Koons, Dallas, Texas
Peter A. Lesser, Dallas, Texas
Fritz Lyne, Dallas, Texas , ,
Barbara M. G. Lynn, Dallas, Texas
]ohn H. McElhaney, Dallas, Texas
Harriet E. Miers, Dallas, Texas
Joseph j. Norton, Dallas, Texas
Neil J. O'Brien, Dallas, Texas
C. Ted Raines, Jr., Dallas, Texas
Lewis T. Sweet, Dallas, Texas
3. Law Alumni Associati,on, Counci,I
Officers
President
William D. Powell, |r., Dallas, Texas
Vice President
]ohn D. Jackson, Dallas, Texas
Secretary-Treasurer
Michael M. Boone, Dallas, Texas
Chai,rman of the 1977-78 Law School Fund
Edward A. Copley, Jr., Dallas, Texas
Members of the Council
Robert M. Bandy, Tyler, Texas
Ray G. Besing, Dallas, Texas
William L. Bondurant, Arlington, Texas
Michael M. Boone, Dallas, Texas
William M. Boyd, McKinney, Texas
Steven K. Cochran, Dallas, Texas
jack L. Coke, Dallas, Texas
George W. Coleman, Dallas, Texas
Robert'E. Davis, Dallas, Texas
Marshall J. Doke, Jr., Dallas, Texas
John J. Eikenburg, Houston, Texas
Alfred W. Ellis, Dallas, Texas
Charles E. Galey, Lubbock, Texas
John D. Jackson, Dallas, Texas
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James A. Knox, Dallas, Texas
Gelald W. Moss, Dallas, Texas
Emily A. Parker, Dallas, Texas
Don M. Smart, Dallas, Texas
The Honorable Annette Stewart, Dallas, Texas
Jack A. Titus, Dallas, Texas
Robert L. Trimble, Dallas, Texas
Windle Turley, Dallas, Texas
Ronald M. Weiss, Dallas, Texas
Walter P, Zivley, Houston, Texas
Appendix D
Hooding Ceremony, Law Quadrangle, May 20, L978.
will you please stand or remain standing, and Ms. Gwen Eisen-
stein, irnmediate Past Vice President of the Student Bar Association
and a Juris Doctor candidate, will deliver the invocation.
Let us pray.
Almighty God, we humbly ask that you look with favor upon this
group assembled before you. We ask you to bless in a very special
way, the wonderful spouses, parents, families and friends who have
exhibited so much devotion and sacriffce during our many years of
education. We ask you to bless the Dean and the Faculty of Southern
Methodist University School of Law in their pursuit of excellence.
In a more personal way, dear God, compel us to be just and honest
in all our dealings. Let our motives be above suspicion. Let us be
kind in our criticism of others and slow to judge, knowing that we
ourselves must one day be judged. Dear God, we ask that you pro-
vide spilitual sustenance for us, the graduates of Southern Methodist
University School of Law. Give us the strength of character to pre-
serve the integrity of our profession. Help us to realize always that our
first duty as lawyers is to serve our fellow man and, in so doing, to
serve you. Guide us to become public servants in the finest tradition
of the legal profession.
And, ffnally, Dear God, let us remember the prayer of St. Francis
of Assisi:
Where there is charity and wisdom, there is neither fear
nor ignorance. Where there is patience and humility, ther:e is
neither angel nor vexation. Where there is poverty and joy,
there is neither greed nor avarice. Where there is peace and
meditation, there is neither anxiety nor doubt.
Amen
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Statement of the Dean:
Mr. President, Mr. President Emeritus, Mr. Plovost, members of the
faculty and stafi of the School of Law, candidates for the various de-
grees in law, parents, spouses, children, relatives, members of the
bench and bar, distinguished guests and friends all.
It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you h6re on this happy
day, and on behalf of the entire Law School community I extend to
the degree candidates our warmest good wishes and congratulations.
The first law school class of Southern Methodist University started
in the fall of 1925 and graduated in the spring of 1928 just fifty years
ago this month with a total of eleven members. This fifty-ftrst class has
2it candidates for the Juris Doctor degree, eighteen for the Master of
Comparative Law degree, twenty-six for the Master of Laws degree,
and iwo candidates for the degree of Doctor of the Science of Law.
These numbers include those who completed the requirements for
their respective degrees in August, L977, December, L977, and May,
1978, all of whose names are listed on the program for this ceremony
and on the official University Commencement program which will be
distributed tomorrow afternoon. In addition, there are participating
with us today candidates for degrees in August, 1978, whose names
are separately set out on the program.
We honor each individual member of this class of 1978, for each
one of you has worked diligently for your own particular personal
achievement of this day, but for some there are matters of special
mention to which I now call your attention. If you will consult your
programs, you will note the names of members of the class who have
*oti rp""ial prizes and awards and the names of individuals and
organilations who have made these prizes and _awards possible. To
thJ winners go our special congratulations and to the donors our
gratitude for their support of quality and excellence in academic
performance.
Yesterday afternoon the faculty of the School qf Law met to ap-
prove the d.egree candidates for presentation to the President of the
University. They have designated Thomas Alden Graves to receive
his Jur{s'Doctoi dcgrcc Magna Cum Laude and eleven members 
of
the tlass to receive their degrees of Juris Doctor. Cum Laude. Their
names are listed in the program and you can also identify each of
them by a special red and blue talisman which each one wears on
his or her right sleeve.
Thomas Alden Graves is also designated as the Standard Bearer
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for the Class of 1978 and he will lead the procession of candidates
for the formal hooding.
Last night _the order of the coif formally inducted twenty_one
members of the senior class into that society. The new members of
Coif are listed on the program, and you can also recognize each ofthel by the special white linen circular coif which eaeh one wears
on his or her mortarboard, or academic cap. The order of the coif
in this country honors excellence in legal scholarship and is the exten-
sion of the ancient English order of the Coif which has been in almost
continrrons existence since the Norman conquest in 1066.
Ms. Barbara Jean Houser has been elected to the order of the
Barristers, a National order whose purpose is the encouragement of
oral advocacy and brjef-writing skills through effective Law School
Appellate Moot Court Programs
The School of Law ofiers with the Edwin L. Cox school of'Business
the joint degree of Juris Doctor-Master of Business Administration.
You will note the names of five students completing this joint degree
program. They will also appear on the University Commencement
program in the listing of degree candidates of the Edwin L. Cox
School of Business.
I call your attention to these matters of special mention but I re-
peat with e-m_phasis that we honor and congratulate each and every
degree candidate of 1978. For each one has been examined and sifted
and screened and tested and reexamined through at least eight years
of grammar school, four years of high school, four years of college and
many through one or two years of graduate work and finally three or
more years of law school. Thus each in his or her own way justly
deserves the rewards of this day.
I know that I speak for all the members of this class in expressing
thanks and appreciation today to many people. Mothers and fathers,
brothers and sisters, uncles, aunts, grandparents and in-laws-all have
contributed not only in many cases with their financial resources but
also of equal importance with their encouragement, their love, and
their personal concern.
N{any havc comc from great distances to be here today. The record,
however, must surely belong to Mr. and Mrs. chi Liang Hsueh, who
have come from Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of china, to,be with their
son, Robert Weichen Hsueh, a candidate for the Juris Doctor degree.
Special thanks go to husbands and wives of law students and to
children of law sfudents. The Law Partners Club-whose members are
spouses of Iaw students-are our ushers today and this contribution
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of their help is one of their many splendid services which they render
to this school throughout the year.
In this connection there is a husband and wife team graduating
today. They are Frank C. Hider, Jr. and Judith Lynne Hider. Frank
is a candidate for the degree of Master of Laws and Judith is a can-
didate for the degree of Juris Doctor. They met at, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity in Nashville, Tennessee, were married ten years ago and have
on" 
"hild, 
Scott, age seven. They both plan to practice law but not
in the same ffrm.
Law firms, alumni, trustees, representatives of the Board of Visitors,
representatives of the University central administration and friends
ofthe Law School are all here today to honor this class and I speak
for the class in thanking all of you for being with us.
And finally to Law faculty, Law School staff and law librarians all
of whom have worked so splendidly this year I express for myself,
and all our students, our sincerest appreciation.
Commencement is a time of endings and beginnings. Ms. Beatrice
Elizabeth Johnson long time legal clinic secretary, retires this month.
She was born in Greenville, Texas, and attended Southern Methodist
University and the University of Texas at Austin. She is married to
an attorne!,Lee Tally Johnson, Jr. and they have two children, Mollye
and Lee, ilt. lrtr. Johnson carne to the Law School in February, 1965,
and has served the Legal Clinic with great loyalty and efficiency for
thirteen years. We will miss her very much.
Ms. Johnson will you please stand and let us thank you.
The Board of Trustees at its regular meeting last week approvqd
the promotion to the rank of Associate Professor of Law of Roark
Michael Reed, Director of the Criminal Law Clinic, and approved the
appointment to tenured rank of Associate Professor Vincent Steven
Walkowiak.
Professors Reed and Walkowiak, will you please stand and let us
congratulate you.
During the spring semester Professor Guenter Treitel of Oxford
Universily *ut " viSting professor 
of law. He could not be with us
today for he had to return to Oxford to begin a series of lectures there.
Professor Treitel has just been appointed to the Vinerian Chair in
English Law at Oxford. The first occupant of the Vinerian Chair was
the noted Sir William Blackstone, who authored Blackstone's Com-
mentaries. I know that you join me in congratulating Professor Treitel
on this singular and most deserved honor.
This is the close of the fffty-third academic year of this Law School
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and th9 sixty-third academic year of the university. In November,
L967, the Trustees of the university substituted for the Bachelor of
L-aws degree the more appropriate Juris Doctor degree. In the spring
of 1972 we began the observance of this annual custom of the formal
hooding of doctoral candidates-a custom dating back to medieval
times. The heralds' trumpets, the solerrln procession, the flags which
identifv, the particular state or country from which the graduates
come, the presentation and hooding of the degr-ee candidates-are all
traditional rites, the historic origins of which can be found in the de-
tailed chronicles of the great medieval universities of Bologna, Mont-
pelier, Paris, salamanca, oxford, and cambridge. In those duyr there
were not only the solemn academic and religious ceremonies but also
much feasting, merly-making, jousts, and tournaments that attended
graduation.
The chroniclers of those times tell that the residents of the college
towns were relieved when it was over, for there were numerous ac-
counts of clashes of town and gown oftentimes with serious iniury and
even death. Furthermore, the chroniclers tell us that the worst ofien-
ders were law students and medical students who were more bois-
terous and unruly than the others and frequently mixed it up in tavern
brawls. There are those who say that milder forms of this custom
continue in this country to this day.
In connection with the doctoral hooding there is, however, a cus-
tom we do not observe. The doctoral candidate of medieval times was
required to read his thesis-usually in Latin-to his fellow students
before receiving the doctoral hood, and it was the custom, we are told,
for his peers to jeer and whistle and catcall with great disrespect while
the candidate was trying to be serious. Today we spare the candidate
such an ordeal.
As I refected on what I might say to this distinguished group of
graduates, I rcalized that I have a very special personal connection
with this class, for at almost precisely this very moment about two
hundred miles to the south of us my third chitd and second.son is re-
ceiving his Juris Doctor degree from the University of Texas at.Austin.
He, therefore, is a contemporary of most of the members of this class
and on thinking about his experiences I am sure that I accurately
review the experiences of many of the Law Class of 1978 both here
and throughout the country.
Born in the ffrst Eisenhower administration in 1953-indeed, just
the day following the General's inauguration-my son was just start-
ing the second grade at the time of the Kennedy-Nixon debates of
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1960, and with his classmates in the fifth grade he watched with shock
the televised accounts of the events surounding the assassination of
President Kennedy in 1963. In high school he and his fellows shared
a growing uneasiness and nagging anxiety about the war is Vietnam.
Who would have to go? Would it never endP
Those were times of turbulence in high schools and colleges-
marches, protests, demonstrations, even tragedies such as one about
which we have been reminded only recently that occurred in 1970
at Kent State Universi$z in Ohio.
The concerns about Vietnam continued in college. But the head-
lines began to speak of an ominous new issue, a domestic scandal
which will go down in our national history by the single word Water-
gate,.
A President resigned, a new President took over, the Vietnam war
ground to a sudden close, an administration was turned out of office,
a new President from the South came in, a nation which had looked
upon its energy sources as inexhaustible found itself in an energy
crisis, the dollay's value was riddled abroad as inflation ravaged us
at home.
With so many of such real life experiences packed in the first 25
years of life, what can anyone really add by way of wisdom or coun-
sel? Indeed, any member of this class could counsel all of us. In fact,
my son-now my son, the lawyer-has been telling me more often
recently how impressed he is with how much his mother and I have
managed to learn since he was eighteen. And I am sure that every
parent here has been told something similar.
Of one thing we can all be sure, it won't get any easier. Experts
repeatedly tell us that the energy crisis is real and that it is permanent.
and extensive new legal and administrative rules will be required to
deal with it.
Major shilts in population from the north and east to the south and
west will continue, creating major problems both in the cornmunities
left and in those cities which will experience rapid- growth.
We are advised that there will be huge shifts in the population age
distribution so that by the year 2000 the retired work force could be
larger than the active working force, an eventuality which could cause
s*rin.l,* economic dysfunctions despite a new retirement age of 70
or even older.
Movements from farm to city, changes in patterns and styles of liv-
ing, demands for leisure time and leisure goods all portend new prob-
lems with which we will have to deal.
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Engineers forecast a veritable explosion of new technologies based
9n microghip circuitry. Television, home computers, telephones, ancl
high ffdelity systems will be linked to permit us to do all sorts of
functio's quickly and conveniently from home. The conference call
will employ these linked systems to save the time and eipense of
travel to business meetings. The way thq nation's business is done and
the way in which it is regulated will change substantially.
when most of this class was born in lgbg, the total federal budget
was about fifty trillion dollars. senator Rober.t Taft, a leading Repui'li
can member of the Senate in those days, promised that if Gineral
Eisenhower were elected, the administration would cut twenty-ffve
billion dollars out of the budget in six months, and more economies
would come later.
Now the size of the,Federal budget is almost a half tr.illion-num-
bers- that boggle the mind and are beyond our- capacity to compre-
hend. But it does not stop here, for local and state governments and
the National Government are being pressed to do even more in de-
livery of new and differ-ent services to the public.
ForJawyers what does it all mean? It means a continuing prolifera-
tion of new laws and regulations and controversies as the Jociety and
its institutions become inevitably more complex. All of this wiil not
make lawyers more popular or more loved.
Not Iong ago the chief Justice of the united states chided us for
poor performance in the courts, saying that half of the lawyers are
incompetent. The American Bar Association's response, which can
only be characterized as astounding, was that the lraction was more
nearly like a third rather than a half. Hardly much comfort to the
public in general! A better response would have been that law schools,
including this Law School, are cooperating with the practicing bar in
offering an increasingly extensive progra* of continriing legai educa-
tion courses to maintain and improve the knowledg"-urrd skills of
members of the legal professions.
Recently, the President of the united States scolded Government
law-yers for producing m,assive piles of incomprehensible regulations,
and more recently 
_scolded lawyers generally for overcharling and
undcrrepresenting_ the public. A weekly news magazine in a iecent
feafure_ story on lawyers commented with *.r"or*" that parents had
to send their offspring to law school so that their sons anb daughters
would not face the world defenseless.
And as late as yesterday morning, Mary McGr.ory, a nationally
syndicated columnist, commenting on president carteirs statement tt
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the Los Angeles Bar Association that we are overlawyered in this
country, suggested to the President that the solution to the Middle East
problem *ai to send lawyers instead of warplanes. She said that if
Lu.ry member of the Saudi royal family took 10 lawyers-perhaps for
a given number of barrels of oil-we could unload 10,000 in no time
at all and even smuggle in a few feminists in the package who would
enjoy liberating a halem. She also. suggested exporting some judges,
clerks, bailifis, court stenographers, and, of course, deans of law
schools as an efiective measure to reduce unemployment ffgures at
home.
Despite these slings and arrows, and barbs and jibes, the hard truth
is that lawyers and legal institutions are indispensable for the shaping
and application of those wise restraints which enable free men to live
in community. And if those restraints are to function properly there
must be capable and competent Iawyels to draft the necessary rules
and regulations, to interpret them, and to lesolve the conflicts that
arise under them.
We know that you have that capability and competence and that
you can with commensurate skill efiectively grapple with the increas-
ingly complex problems that will surely occur in our future natibnal
hf6.'More-over, we know that you will apply not only the excellent
technical knowledge learned here but also that in all legal actions you
will always be governed by standards of fairness, decency, honesty,
and good faith.
All of us are proud of what you have done and expect great things
in what you wiil do as members of an ancient, honorable and noble
profession.
And now the formal hooding will begin. Professor William Paul
streng, Joseph webb McKnight, and Roy Ryden Anderson will hood
the candidates for the Juris Doctor degree.
We have here today Alumni who have a son, husband or wife,
graduating. They are with the stage party and will be called at the
appropriate time to participate in the Hooding Ceremony.
P"ggy Lee Bunch will be hooded by her husband, John William
Bunch, Class of 1976.
Kelly Jaok Coghlan will be hooded by his father, Howard Payne
Coghlan, Class of 1950.
Gabriel Hawkins Golden, II, will be hooded by his father, Gabriel
Hawkins Golden, Class of 1930.
Marsha L. Hunter will be hooded by her father, Emmett Marshall
Hunter, Class of 1936.
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Harold Darlington- Mallory will be hooded by his wife Kathryn
Campbell Mallory, Class of Ig77.
_ christipher warren Mims will be hooded by his father, samuel
McPherson Mims, Jr., Class of lgb4, and
Philipa Marie Remington will be hooded by her husband, William
Patrick Remington, Class of Lg74. ,
Mr. David McDonald Prichard, immediate past president of the
student Bar Association, will present the JurL Doctor candidates.
Mr. Prichard will you please proceed to be hooded first.
Ms. Cwen Marie Eisenstein, immediate past vice pr-esident of the
student Bar Association will now proceed to be hooded.
will the other candidates please come forward and will the audi-
ence please hold your applause until all candidates have been pre-
sented.
(The Juris Doctor Candidates are presented. )
we have here at the Law school each year lawyers, judges, and
prosecutors from the Far East, the Middle East, South Ameiica and
E^urope who are engaged in a program of study leading to the Master
of Comparative Law degree.
Professor Aaron Joshua Thomas, Jr., chairman of the Committee
on Graduate Legal studies, will present these candidates.
(The candidates for the Master of comparative Law degree are
presented. )
We have here at the Law School each year a number of students in
full-time study a-nd a number of,practicing lawyers in part time study
leading to,the Master of Laws degree.
Professor Thomas will present these candidates.
( The candidates for the Master of Laws degree are presented. )
You will note in the program that there ar-e two candidates for the
Doctor of the science of Law degree. They could not be here today.
w-hat you have witnessed is the end product of good teaching and
good learning. In that regard, will all the faculty of ihe school of"L"*
please stand and will all the degree candidates please stdnd and tur.n
around to the audience so that we may express our thanks and con-
gratulalions tu you.
Becarrse of the onset of a hard rain before this cercmony, you saw
yhat Irving Dreibrodt calls 'instant show biz." All or irr" hoods,
floy"T,_ equipment, "ld paraphernalia were brought here by thesplendid cooperation of members of the Mustang Barid, students, staff,
Randy West of the class of 1977, and otherr *ho set up this entire
ceremony in McFarlin Auditorium in a matter of minutei.
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I know that you join me in expressing our admiration for the quick-
ness and efficiency with which this was done.
Following the conclusion of this ceremony, we invite everyone to
the reception in Lawyers Inn.
Au th; buildings in the Law Quadrangle will remain open. Please
visit about as you may wish. /
The Baccalaureate service in the morrring is at 10:30 a.m. at Mc-
Farlin Auditorium and the Commencement Exercises are at 2:00
p.m. in Moody coliseum. You may come to the Dean's office in
Stor*y Hall at 3:30 tomorrow and all next week for your diplomas.
Wiil you please remain seated until the stage party and the degree
candidates have left the auditorium.
Thank you and we wish you a good evening.
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